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Students say racism a problem at UMaine
By Doug Vanderweide
Staff Writer
When the African-American
Student Association met in the
Bangor Lounge of the Memorial
Union Monday night to discuss
racism,"it was very painful," University of Maine President Dale
Lick said.
"It was painful for the students
and forthe administrators that were
present," Lick said. "We thought
we had been making good progress
in creating a learning environment
free ofracism and harassment.. We
found out we still have a long way
to go."
About 8()black students,another 20orso white students,and about
20 administrators gathered to hear
the students discuss their experiences with racism at UMaine.
The meeting was called in relation to an assault early Sunday
morning, when two black UMaine
students, Quester Hannah, 21, of

Old Town,and Aaron Phillips, 21,
of York Village, were assaulted by
nine white males.
However, AASA President lama! Williamson said the meeting .
was not to discussjust that incident,
but to discuss racism in general.
Student Rob Pauleus read a letter the Association had written to
local newspapers
"Racism is a very big problem
here at the University of Maine,"
that letter began."... Many people.
may feel that the University is fine
just as it is now. We felt likewise
ourselves until this past weekend."
Williamson said,"We're not a
bunch of radicals trying to change
the world, we're not trying to make
this into an athlete-non-athlete issue, we're not trying to make it into
a black-white issue."
Phillips,whosat next to Hannah
during the meeting, said, "Right
now,I feel so violated,so hurt,1 feel

Quester Hannah (L), Aaron Phillips react to Orono Police Chief Dan Lowe's contention that Sunday
morning's incident was not racially motivated.(Photo by John Baer.)

See RACISM on page 16

Orono rape has similarities to other
Greeks happy with
outcome of marathon
incidents, Orono police say
By Stephanie Taylor
Staff Writer
The University of Maine's Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity held its 12th
annual marathon at the field house
Saturday.
The 24-hour marathon was an
effort to raise money for the American Cancer Society.
John Jamieson,Fiji member and
chair of the marathon committee,
said the marathon went very well.
Thirteen teams participated.
There were 23 scheduled to participate up until the day of the race.
Jamieson said the groups whodidn't
show up still gave contributions.
Eight awanls were given out after
the marathon. In the dormitory category, Somerset Hall-Student
Alumni Association won for most
money raised and most miles ran.
In the independent category,

Greenville High School earned the
mostmoney and The Unknown team
ran the most miles
In the Greek category, Alpha
Phi Omega Service fraternity ran
the most milesandlklta Delta Delta
earned the most money.
The Unknown team was the
overall champion for most miles ran
and Greenville High School were
overall champions for most money
raised.
"We were really excited with
how the marathon went," Jamieson
said. "Last year wasn't as succssful as we had hoped but this year
went a lot better."
Jamieson said this was because
the marathon was well publicized.
"Everyone knew about it," he
said.
Colleen Pribble, a member of
See FIJI on page 12

By Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
Last Wednesday a female
University of Maine student reported to the Orono police she
was raped on Friday, Jan. 25.
According to Detective Forrest Davis, the reported rape has
similarities with two past incidents of assault.
Davis said the woman was in
the parking lot next to Laverdiere's Drug Store on Mill Street
between 11 and 11:30 p.m. when
she was grabbed from behind and

forced into a car parked nearby, past incidents of women being
attacked in Orono,Davis said.
where the rape occurred,
In September of 1990, a
The woman kept struggling
who was walking in the
woman
while she was in the car, Davis
parking lot in Orono
municipal
free.
break
to
said, and was able
She then got out of the car and ran was grabbed from behind by an
unknown assailant. The woman
back to campus.
The car has been described as a reportedly was able to get away
medium to full-size automobile from herassailant afterstruggling
and screaming.
with a light interior,
In May 1988 a woman was
The woman said the assailant
was wearing a gray parka with a walking south on Main Street
hood pulled tightly around his head after leaving Pat's Pizza in Oroand a scarf which covered his no when she was attacked by a
man wearing a ski mask near a
mouth and his nose.
There are similarities with two
See RAPE on page 11

Students didn't buy
Saddam's proposal
, By Laurence Veuillet
Staff Writer

°

Some ran,some didn't at this weekend's Fiji Marathon,held in the
UMaine Field House.(Photo by Tint Boyd.)

Saddam Hussein's proposal for
a cease-fire surprised everybody on
Friday.
On campus,some Middle Eastern students reacted with scepticism
to the proposal
According to 1)emir Ozennan
from Turkey, graduate Student in
business administration, Saddam's
proposal is not serious.
"The conditiotts are not reasonable and can't be discussed," Ozerman said.
"They are more like a maneuver
just to gain some time," he said.
Saleh Al-Shehri, from Saudi

Arabia,an undergraduate student in
surveying engineering, said the
conditions are not honest.
"He has his own reasons which
are totally different than what he's
saying," Al-Sheri said.
"He's not going to liberate Palestinians by invading other countries," he said.
According to Rahat Shir, from
Afganistan, undergraduate student
in civil engineering, Hussein gave
too many conditions.
"The only way to find a peaceful
solution is to sit at table and talk,"
Shir said.
All the interviewed students
See REACTION on page 12
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Allies poised to strike as peace plan weighed
White House Tuesday,appeared to reject the
Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheik Sabah alSoviet peace proposal.
Aluneci was quoted assaying his government
"As far as I'm concerned, there are no will not negotiate with Iraq even if Saddam's
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP) — As negotiations, no concessions," the president forces withdraw."We will not hold talks or
the allies marshaled land, sea and air forces said,adding he had conveyed his opinions of negotiations after withdrawal, neither with
for a possible all-out assault on haqi forces, the plan to Gorbachev.
the president not with a new Iraqi leadership,"
President Bush declared Tuesday that a SoviBush noted Gorbachev had asked him to Sabahal said.
et plan for ending the Persian Gulf War fell keep details of the plan confidential and said
At a Red Crescent distribution center in
"I'm going to do that."
short of U.S. expectations
Baghdad Tuesday, thousands of people
The Soviets said it was not up to Bush to
"I will respect that request in the interests crowded around five trucks that brought pita
accept or reject the peace plan because it was of thoroughly exploring the initiative," the bread from Jordan. Dr. Ibrahim al-Noun,
president said. "But very candidly while head of the Iraqi Red Crescent, appealed for
offered to Iraq.
There was no pause in the air war Tues- expressing appreciation for his sending it to more international aid, saying medicine and
day, and concern grew over Iraqi mines in us, it falls well short of what would be re- food are in extremely short supply.
An Iraqi military communique broadcast
northern gulfafter it wasdisclosed that a mine
In London, British Prime Minister John by Baghdad radio said allied air raids hit 65
blast had disabled a billion-dollar warship,
Major echoed Bush's sentiments, telling civilian targets and 179 military targets bethe biggest U.S. materiel loss of the war.
The U.S. military reported Tuesday that Parliament "nothing has yet happened which tween noon Monday and noon Tuesday. It
another American warplane was lost in com- would incline us to agree to a cease-fire of said the "barbaric raids", had not demoralized
bat. Marine Brig. Gen. Richard Neal said the pause in the conflict."
the Iraqi public.
Soviet Foreign Minister Alexander BessIn the war zones,allied forces worked on
fate of the pilot of the A-10 attack plane was
rnertnykh said in Moscow it was not up to land,sea and air to strip Iraqi forces ofthe will
not known
and the means to fight.
Baghdad came under repeated bombard- Bush to reject the Kremlin peace initiative.
"That plan was addressed to the Iraqi
In northern Saudi Arabia, U.S. troops rement overnight, the heaviest onslaught in
several days, AP correspondent John Rice leadership, so he rejected the plan which did positioned themselves, seeking to keep the
reported from the Iraqi capital. Black clouds not belong to him," Bessmertnykh told re- Iraqis guessing. Along the border, allied reconnaissance teams stole across 12-foot proofsmoke drifted over the city, and streaks of porters.
The Soviet foreign minister,in an address tective beams into the no-man's-land between
red-and-white anti-aircraft fire illuminated
to lawmakers, said the situation was "too opposing lines.
the night sky, he said.
France said its Jaguar fighter-bombers hit
Iraqi Foreign Minister Tang Aziz took the delicate" to detail the Kremlin peace plan.
Soviet peace plan home to Baghdad Tuesday However,he indicated the proposal called for Iraqi artillery positions Tuesday in Iraq and
Kuwait. Knocking out Iraqi artillery will be
from Moscow,where Soviet PtesidentMikhail a withdrawal of Iraqi troops.
Bessmertnylch did not directly link set- factor in keeping down allied casualties in any
S. Gorbachev offered the proposal Monday.
The Soviet plan is said to include a guarantee tling the war with Lsraeli withdrawal from the land assault.
"We'll be under artillery, big time," said
that Saddam Hussein can stay in power if he occupied territories — as Iraq has demanded
— but he told lawmakers:"The events in the Marine Pfc. Charles Helmile 19, of Portage,
Pulls his armies out of Kuwait now.
Iraq offered Friday to withdraw from Persian Gulf give a serious impulse for Ind."We know there are going to be casualKuwait,but the offer wasrejected by the allies quickening the tempo for solving all Middle ties. We just hope it isn't too bad."
In the treacherous waters of the northern
Eastern problems. There is a change in the
because of conditions attached.
Persian Gulf,allied minesweepers intensified
Bush, at a picture-taking session in the psychological mood."
By Neil Maaarquar
Associated Press Writer

efforts to find and explode mines
The missile cruiser USS Princeton,one of
two U.S. warships to sustain mine damage
Monday, was sent to a gulf port for damage
assessment although U.S. military officials
said it was already clear the ship was badly
damaged.
The officials, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said the 9,600-ton ship suffered
cracks in its superstructure and other damage
in the blast, which lifted it partly out of the
water. Three crewmen were hurt.
The other U.S. vessel damaged Monday
was the USS Tripoli, a helicopter assault
carrier serving as flagship for the newly
mounted mine-clearing operation.Itremained
on station today after the crew patched a hole
in its hull, military officials said.
The Tripoli apparently hit a contact mine.
The Princeton appeared to have set off an
"influence mine," which can be triggered by
the noise, water pressure or the magnetic
"signature" of a ship approaching or passing
overhead, military officials said.
The Iraqis are known to possess influence
mines — which are harder to find and destroy
— but had not used them previously.
"We weren't really expecting it," one
military official said Tuesday, speaking of
condition ofanonymity."It sa definitethreat,"
another said.
The explosions renewed concerns that
Iraq has thickly seeded the coastal waters with
mines, which could imperil any plans for an
amphibious landing.
Military sources said allied minesweeping vessels, built mainly of wood or plastic to
avoid setting off magnetic mines, were zeroing in on areas that might be important in such
an assault.

- News Briefs
Iraq fires at Israel

Miss USA files lawsuit

Money needed for war

Coffins used in protests

JERUSALEM (AP) — Iraq fired one
missile at Lsrael on Tuesday night, but
there were no immediate reports ofinjuries
or damage,the chiefarmy spokesman said.
About 25 minutes after alarms first
warned of a missile attack, Shai remove
gas masks and leave sealed rooms,indicating the missile was armed with a conventional warhead.

DETROIT(AP) — The first black Miss
USA,Carole Anne-Marie Gist, has filed an
$18 million lawsuit charging the pageant
with violating her civil rights.
The lawsuit, filed Friday in the U.S.
District Court in Detroit,also seeks an order
to prevent pageant officials from denying
the Detroit woman the right to participate in
this year's pageant

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Demonstrators carried a small coffin covered with
flowers representing Iraqi children and
larger coffins draped in the U.S. and Iraqi
flags during an anti-war protest at Presidio
Army Base.
"We urged the troops not to participate
in the war and to come with us. Of course,
nobody came," said Tom Cooper of the
Pledge of Resistance.

Students protest war

Cameron to be honored

WASHINGTON(AP)— President Bush
is putting he finishing touches on his request
for $56 billion to finance the Persian Gulf
War.
The president could ask Congress as
early as today for the additional money for
the fight against Iraq, now in its second
month.
The measure will cover the extra salary
costs the war has generated for troops and
the replenishment of used weapons.

ASSIUT, Egypt (AP)
About 700
university students marched in this southern city Monday to demand the return of
Egyptian troops in the Persian Gulf.
It was the second time students have
protested President Hosni Mubarak's antiIraq position since universities reopened
on Feb. 9following midterm reress.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — "Growing
Pains" star Kirk Cameron will be honored
by the Starlight Foundation next month for
his efforts to grant the wishes ofseriously ill
children
Cameron will receive the non-profit organization's"Children's Friendship Award"
at a fund-raising gala on March 16 in Los
Angeles.
Los Angeles Lakers basketball star
Earvin "Magic" Johnson and actress Emma
Samms will chair the event.

WASHINGTON(AP) — A study funded by the perfume industry says people
concentrate better on the job when given
occasional whiffs of peppermint-scented air.
Studies show that bursts of peppermint
fragrance "somehow allow you to pay attention better, particularly at the end of a
task," said Raja Parasureaman, a psychologist at Catholic University of America in
Washington.

Bush's service disrupted

Discovery delays mission

BIDDEFORD(AP) — An antiwar protester who wasdragged from Kennebunkport
church where President Bush was attending
services was freed without bail today by a
Maine judge.
John Schuchardt, 51, a lawyer from Ipswich, Mass., who was charged with disorderly conduct, was ordered released on his
own recognizance following a hearing this
morning before District Judge Leigh Saufley.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
Cracked door hinges on Discovery could
delay the shuttle's military mission next
month by up to a month if the orbiter has to
be returned to the hangar for repairs, NASA
said today.
NASA's two other shuttles may have
similar cracks, said Karl Kristofferson, a
spokesman for the space agency. Discovery's cracks were discovered at the launch
pad Monday.

Students rally anti-war
KENT, Ohio (AP) — Anti-war sentiment has again found a forum on the Kent
Statecam pus wherefour students were killed
and nine wounded by National Guardsmen
during an anti-Vietnam War protest nearly
21 years ago.
But this time, some students wonder if
their classmates aren't too studious or support the Persian Gulf War toe strongly to pay
much attention to the fledgling publication
put out by a Vietnam War-era protester.
Five thousand copies of The Kent Free
Press recently turned up an campus with
editorialscalling for an immediate end to the
war and blasting "super patriots"

No sign of missing boat
Success from peppermint

SOUTHWEST HARBOR(AP)— The
Coast Guard has suspended its search for a
missing fishing vessel and its three-man
crew after a hunt by air and see, officials
said Tuesday.
Group Duty Officer Kevin LeClair said
searchers had good weather but found no
sign ofthe 47-foot scallop boat Miss Anne.
The search..was suspended Monday night,
he said.

Copperfield a romantic
EVANSVILLE,Ind.(AP)— Magician
David Copperfield used magic to attract
his current girlfriend, but he relied on
flowers to impress her on Valentine's Day.
For the past 15 months, Copperfield
has been dating Rachael Whilhite, a 19year-old University of Southern Indiana
sophomore whom he met when she was in
the audience at one of his shows.
Copperfield ordered her 16 floral arrangements,from five dozen carnations to
a dozen peach roses.

•

•
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GSS votes race was motive in Orono attack
By Damon Kiesow and Kim Dineen
Staff Writers
The assault on two black University of
Maine students Sunday morning wasracially
motivated, the student senate voted at their
meeting Tuesday night.
About thirty African-American students
attended the meeting to express their concerns about rac'sm on campus.
In a statement issued from the AfricanAmerican Student Association(AASA),they
declared, "Racism is a very big problem
here at the University of Maine... Many
people reading this letter may feel that the
University is fine just as it is now. Well, we
felt likewise until this past weekend."
Ethan Strimling, off-campus senator,
introduced seven resolutions dealing with
the racial problems on campus.
All seven resolutions were written by
Strimling in cooperation with the AASA
The first resolution voted on by the senate
acknowledged that there was racism on the

U Maine campus
The second resolution acknowledged that
the Sunday attack, in the opinion of the
senate, was racially motivated.
The senate voted tosend a recommendation to President Lick urging him to:
create a multi-cultural curriculum
required for graduation
pursue more hiring of minority
faculty and staff, and also more
enrollment of minority students
• install more programming to educate faculty and staff about racial
problems and multi-cultural relations
• install into first-year students'
orientation programs a section
about racism past and present
problems
install more resident directors'
training about dealing with racisms
and holding forums to discuss
racism
The senate also voted to create a stand-

Don't be a dope.
Recycle The Maine Campus.

ing committee to discuss and deal with racial problems on campus.
"This committee could also extend its
interests; there is a need to look at other
issues such as violence towards women and
homophobia," said Cheryl Daly, assistant
dean of multicultural programs.
John Halstead, vice-president for student affairs, read a letter from President
Dale Lick,to the university community.
"We wish to clearly state that acts of
verbal and physical violence based on racial, ethnic, religious and cultural hatred of
any kind have no place in the university and
will not be tolerated."
Halstead repeated that paragraph while
reading the letter, he said,for emphasis.
All senators supported introducing more
racial education into the university. But one
student expressed his doubts about the sincerity of the senators.
"I wonder if we weren't here if there
wouldn't have been more objection to the
resolutions," said Quester Hannah, one of
the students assaulted Sunday morning. "I
hope in my heart that you continue to endorse
this."
In other business the Task Force on
Program and Budget Review brought its

draft report on budget cuts to the student
senate.
Charles Rauch, director of financial
management, presented the report and took
questions from the senators.
The task force was charged with proposing program reductions for fiscal year
1992.Rauch said the task force was asked
only to look at program cuts, not tuition
raises or pay cuts.
The Board of Trustees requested $166.5
million in funding for FY92. According to
John McKeman's last proposal the university system would receive $133.5 million.
The university system, following $8.2
million in cuts will receive a $144 million
allocation this fiscal year.
Rauch said earlier this semester that he
expected the University of Maine's cut to be
between $2 million and $12 million dollars.
"It could be the $2 million but it's not
going to be the $12 million," he said
The task force based it's recommendations on $2.5 million in cuts.
The recommendations included reducin
the number of vice presidents, cutting o
seriously reducing a men's varsity sport
and combining various departments an
offices across the campus
't
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Gorbachev suggests political end to Gulf war
By Thomas Ginsberg
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW(AP) President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev presented secret peace plan to
Iraq's foreign minister on Monday, and the
Iraqi envoy immediately left for Baghdad to
present it to Saddam Hussein.
Soviet officials, who are racing against the
clock in what appear, to be the final days
before a major grcund offensive in the Gulf
War, said they expected a quick response
from the Iraqi president.
The Govachev plan "envisages political
measures which we believe were accepted
with interest and understanding by the Iraqi
side," according to Vitaly lgnatenko, a
spokesman for the Soviet president
Ignatenko said govachev planned to
contact U.S., British, Italian, French and Iranian leaders to fill them in on his plan.
Gorbachev's reaciemaking efforts followed a week of Soviet contacts with nearly
every major player in the month-old war.The
Soviet Union has surtorted U.N. efforts to
oust Iraq from Kuwait; but has grown apprehensive about the extent ofdestruction to Iraq,

said a former Soviet client.
Both Iraq and the United States have
warned that fighting will continue and possible escalate if nothing comes of the contacts
U.S.-led forces were threatening to launch a
ground war within days, possibly hours.
President Bush's spokesman said the Soviets gave no advance notice about the plan
and hadn't disclosed its contents yet. "We
intend to continue to prosecute the war,"
Marlin Fitzwater said
Aziz told reporters before departing Moscow for TehMn en route to Iraq that his 3-anda-half-hour meeting with Gorbachev was
"important,""cordial" and "objective"
"We decided to follow up those talks," he
added. Aziz will return to Moscow "very
soon" after discussing the plan with Saddam
and his Revolutionary Command Council,
Ignatenko said.
Hecalled the proposal"a concrete plan for
settlement in the Persian Gulf through political means."He added that it was"fully in line
with the Soviet position that there should be
an unconditional withdrawal from Kuwait."
Ignatenko refused to divulge contents of
the plan and it was not clear what he meant by
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Homeless man turns in $29,200
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — For a few
minutes, Darrel Teel,a homeless man,could
include a bundle of cash among his worldly
possessions a piece ofcarpet,a torn tarpaulin,
a cooler, a radio and nine cents.
Teel admits he was tempted to keep all
those $100 bills that he found Sunday night.
He didn't know it then, but the total was
$29,200.
"I carried them bills around for about 20
minutes," said Teel, 58. "It was more money
than lever saw in my life. I thought,'I'll get
me a damn suit. I'll get my hair cut.'"
But he said he just couldn't.

"I was too afraid of God."
Ted, who lives outside near a lake, had
bought a six-pack of beer and was looking for
cigarette butts to smoke when he came upon
the neatly packaged envelope of cash.
He had 9 cents in his pocket when he
walked morethen a mile to the Orange County
sheriff's office to hand over the cash.
"I started to run with it, but stealing don't
pay," he said. "It would have been wrong."
Sheriffs officers said the money was the
life savings ofan elderly woman who worried
that peofile would now know how much money she had.
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Pickering concerned with communication
By Jill Berryman
Staff Writer
For Associate Vice President for Undergraduate Programs Marisue Pickering,
communication is an important part of her
job and her life.
"I like the involvement with students. I
like going around the state seeing where
people come from,knowing the importance
of the university to the people of this state,"
Pickering said.
Pickering joined the University of Maine
staff in 1963 as a part-time professional
speech pathologist to work at the speech and
hearing center.
"There are so many bits and pieces as to
how I got where I am now,"Pickering said.
For eight years Pickering taught in the
speech communication department, and
gradually increasing her teaching hours,
started supervising students majoring in
speech therapy.
In 1973,Pickering and her family moved
to Denver, Cob, where they lived for two
years before returning to UMaine
Pickering became a full-time instructor
while obtaining her doctorate. She then
started on the tenure track and became an
assistant professor ofspeech communication.
She was granted tenure and in 1984
became department chair. In 1987 she became executive assistant to UMaine President Dale Lick.
In Auguit of 1989,Pickering was placed
in her current position as Associate Vice
President for Undergraduate Programs.
"I've been here a long time and did it
rather non-traditionally," Pickering said.
Pickering's job includes working with

UMaine's Marisue Pickering. Associate V.P. for Undergraduate programs, thinks communication is a priority. Pickering has
been a member of the University of Maine community since 1963.(Photo by Tim Boyd.)
associate deans, keeping up to date with
classes and add/drop procedures as well as
staying in touch with the feelings of those at
UMaine.
"A lot of what 1 do is to identify certain
problems and try to put processes into place
to fix them," Pickering said
Pickering has seen many changes at
UMaine.
"It's a much more complicated society.

When the going gets
tough, the tough read
The Maine Campus.
AVAILABLE FOR RENT FEBRUARY 1st

Hubbard Farms call:
866-2494 days 866-4067 nights

•2 bedroom/one bath
•luxurious rental units
Amenities include:
sky lights, fireplaces, private washers
and dryers, microwaves, private deck, etc.
within 1/2 mile of campus• private setting

There are more students and more things to
major in, as well as a larger graduate program," Pickering said.
For Pickering, the feelings on campus
about the war in the Gulf is reminiscent of
the Vietnam conflict, but not very similar.
"The Vietnam War crept up on us. First
there wasa small number oftroops there and
then a large number and then and even larger
number," Pickering said

Where Mind
& Body Meet
New Medicine & the Biology of Hope
In June 1990, a conference was held to explore
the exciting promise of new medicine and its
contribution to health and healing.
Share the essence of this event by viewing and
discussing these remarkable video presentations.
HOS I ED BY: MARK JACKSON, MD
Director, Cutler Health Center
NORMAN COUSINS: BIOLOGY OF
3:30-5:00pm
Monday, February 18 HOPE
JOAN BORYSENKO: GUILT AND WHAT
3:30-5:00pm
IT
TEACHES
Thursday, February 21
DEEPAK CHOPRA: AYURVEDIC
3:30-500pm
Monday, February 25 HEALING
BERNIE SEGAL: THE EXCEPTIONAL
3:30-5:00pm
Thursday, February 28 PATIENT

MEMORIAL UNION
NORTH BANGOR LOUNGE

$775/month heat included
Now accepting applications for
Fall semester
First Month Rent Free

"It is my sense that people are much
more willing now to let their feelings show
and express their grief, sorrow and stress,"
Pickering said.
For Pickering,communication is part of
every aspect of her life. In her spare time she
enjoys listening to people from different
areas of the world on her shortwave radio.
"I bye all aspects of communication,"
Pickering said.

SPONSORED BY THE

Peace Studies Program
Cutler Health Center

INTERFACE

P 0 BOX UM, SiJ Main Street
Watertown, MA 02172
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Bombing separates Saddam, military; coup possible
By Joan Mower
Associated Press Writer

sent in the military.
"Whether or not there's any dissent at
the upper levels is very difficult to say," he
WASHINGTON (AP) — Since the added.
Persian Gulf War began, rumors that Iraqi
Gen. Thomas Kelly, head of operations
President Saddam Hossrin might be over- for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said the U.S.
thrown have filtered to the West routinely, military had heard reports of attempts to
fanned by relentless bombing that has overthrow Saddam
damaged his best military units and inter"We've heard rumors,too, but we can't
rupted his communications with them.
base any kind ofjudgment on that," he said.
Thus far, U.S. officials say they've seen
A top senior administration official said
no evidence of an attempt by military there was no evidence that Saddam was
commanders or others to oust Saddam - politically or physically at risk.
whose overthrow was publicly invited by
For one thing, Saddam's security is so
President Bush on Friday.
tight that even close aides such as Foreign
But Defense Secretary Dick Cheney said Minister Tariq Aziz have trouble locating
over the weekend that the Iraqi president has him, according to Saad Jabra of the antilost some control ofhis military because the Saddam New Umma Party.
allies have "interfered so much with his
Saddam has also taken care in the past to
command and control system, his commu- weed out the political opposition as well as
nications."
challengers in his million-man army. Any
Cheney said bomb damage inflicted on internal dissent is underground,experts say.
the military might be "an incentive" for
Nonetheless, up to 5,000 people were
senior commanders to replace Saddam.
reported to have taken part in a violent
Cheney, in a CNN interview, said the demonstration in which protesters killed 10
fact that several hundred soldiers have de- members of the country's ruling party a
fected and reports that large numbers are week ago.The demonstrators,in Diwaniyeh,
absent without leave indicated there is dis- 110 miles south of Baghdad, were protest-

Rep.Les Aspin,D-Wis.,chairman ofthe
ing Saddam's refusal to relinquish Kuwait,
Armed Services Committee,hassaid
House
area.
leaving
the
according to travelers
Bush said pointedly last week,"There's he is opposed to making Saddam's ouster a
another way for the bloodshed to stop, and policy objective,partly because it may be so
that is for the Iraqi military and the Iraqi difficult to find him.
The United States would likely have to
people to take matters into their own hands,
Iraq to capture Saddam, prolonging
invade
to
to force Saddam Hussein, the dictator,
the conflict, he said.
step aside."
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Lnd., disagrees.
However,not everyone thinks Saddam's
departure should be a main U.S. goal, "My hope would be that our policy would
whether it be by coup, the idea Bush em- become one of ... namely that Saddam
braced,or by assassination,a suggestion the Hussein must be removed from a position of
leadership in Iraq," he said recently.
administration has publicly rejected.

Protestor arraigned for disrupting
Bush's Kennebunkport service
By David Sharp
Associated Press Writer

BIDDEFORD(AP)— A protestorarrested for interrupting a church service attended
by President Bush appealed Tuesday for a
cease-fire in the Persian GulfWar when asked
to enter a plea at his arraignment hearing.
Biddeford District Judge Leigh Saufley
then entered an innocent plea for John Schuchardt and ordered him released from the
York County Jail on his own recognizance.
•• She set a trial date of April 11.
Schuchanit, 51, a non-practicing lawyer
•
from Ipswich, Mass., hadn't eaten since he
The University of Maine Accounting Club will provide was dragged from the First Congregational
free assistance with basic tax forms in February, March, and: Church in Kennebunkport on Sunday and
on a disorderly conduct charge
April for the UM student population and for the low income,: arrested
He refused to post the $1,060cash bail set
elderly, and the handicapped. Sessions on campus will be: for him,beganfasting and said he wasprepared
held in the 1912 Room, Memorial Union, 3-5 p.m. on: to stay in jail, living only on water, until his
trial.
Mondays,February 18th through April 15th excluding March:
Schuchardt was arrested on a complaint
break. Sessions will also be held in Orono,'at the Keith: horn two church members after he appealed
President Bush to "stop the massacre" in
Anderson Community Center, Bennoch Road, on Saturdays: to
the Middle East during Sunday morning ser. vices at the Kennebunkportchurch.Bush and
10-12, February 16th through April 13th.
his wife, Barbara, stayed at their vacation
Forinformation call Melvin McClure,581-1993. home
•
over the weekend.
Schuchardt wasseated about 20feet from
the president when he stood up and demanded
that the United States halt the bombing of
Iraq. He wassilenced by police who stood by
his side, but he was dragged from the church
after a second outburst a half hour later.
About25 to 30anti-war protestorsshowed
up at the Biddeford District Court Tuesday to
support Schuchardt,filling the courtroom and
spilling out into the hall. One protmtor stood
outside the courthouse beating a drurn, replaying the drum-beating vigils maintained

TAX HELP

Achievements should be rewarded

,c
44
1 4
- N,

by protestors Saturday and Sunday in Kennebunkport.
When the judge asked Schuchardt what
his plea to the charge was, he said,"My first
plea,to you as a judge,...is to call for a ceasefire and to stop killing children."
"I understand your concerns," Saufley
said."There are a great numberof people who
share sympathy with your opinion."
Schuchardt then told the judge he felt he
had "a right and a duty to break the crime of
silence."
The judge said she would enter an innocent plea for him. She noted he had a lengthy
history ofcivil disobedience, but said he had
never before fled from the law and ordered
him freed on his own recognizance.
The protestors cheered outside the courtroom when deputies removed Schuchardt's
shackles.
"I'm tired but it's nothing compared to
what our troops are going through," said
Schuchardt,who wasjoined by his wife Carrie
and son Colum.
He said he felt light-headed from fasting.
His family said they would take him to get
something to eat
Before leaving,Schuchardt reiterated his
opposition to the Gulf War, calling it "a
betrayal of Christian values, a betrayal of
American values."
"This is not a war," he said. "This is a
massacre."
He said the church service attended by
Bush was an appropriate forum for his calls
for an immediate cease-fire.
"Isought to be a witness," hesaid."Christ
abhors the shedding of innocent blood. We
are all called to stand up. ... I'm aghast,
shocked and stunned by this attack on an
innocent Third World country."

SKI MOOSEHEAD
At Big Squaw Mountain
"College Day"
Tuesdays $10.00 Lift Ticket w/college ID
"Five Dollar Fridays"
$5.06 Lift Ticket AM or PM
9:00am - 12:30pm or 12:30pm - 4:00pm
Season Pass with college ID only $175

Re\\ard yourself.
Order your college ring NOW.
Gold Ring
Sale

JOSTENS
EME'RiCA

S

COLLEGE

RING.

$100 off 18 K,$50 off 14 K,$25 off 10 K
Fred Abbott/Jostens 61 Main St., Suite 11A,Bangor, ME 04401
947-1652 Mon-Fri 1:30 - 4:30p.m.
Dates: Feb. 27, 28 & Mar. 1 Time: 9 am.to 3 p.m.
Deposit Required: $25 Place: Memorial Union mos Orin
Me.
1 mth >our Jostens reorestexame tor lull cteta+
IIEWMG••3111-44111

Call for special college overnight packages
Bar'Lounge•Restaurant -Hotel•Ski Shop•Ski School
MOOSE HEAD Resort & Ski Area
1-800-244-6743 P.O. Box D,Greenville, ME 04441
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UMaine research team off to Antarctica
By Paul Webster
For The Campus
In a tradition that goes back more than 30
years,the University of Maine continues to be
one of the country's leading institutions for
research in Antarctica.
The faculty members and students involved in research below the Antarctic circle
have been among the most highly decorated
in the country,earning the U.S. Congressional Antarctic Service Award.
Some of the world's foremost authorities
on Antarctica are faculty membersat UMaine.
Bruce Sidell,associate dean of research in
the College ofSciences,will be leading a team
to Antarctica in mid-March.
The team will fly to Punta Arenas, the
southernmost tip of Chile, where they will
board a research vessel contracted by the
National Science Foundation.Theship,named
the R.V.Polar Duke,wilI carry them to Palmer
Station.
"I wish there was another February on the
calendar this year so I could have more time
to get ready," said graduate student Nichole
Desaulniers.
Lisa Crockett, also a graduate student,
will be a part of Sidell's group for six weeks.
Crockett has been to the Antarctic a dozen
times. Though it is the coldest area on earth,
she says she wouldn't go hack if she didn't
like it.
For three months, Side!l will oversee an
investigation into the physiological and biochemical adaptations offish in the extremely
cold waters of the south polar region.
"Some species have been effectively isolated in that cold habitat for the Iasi40 million
years," Sidell said.
Sidell is the principle investigator of an
'active' grant, which means he put together
and submitted the proposal to the NSF.
The funds have been approved and Sidell
is responsible for making sure the research is
carried out.
"Competition for funding is tough Over
the years the rate varies, but currently, less
than 10 percent of the research proposals
submitted get approved for funding," Mike
Vadya,a molecular biologiston Sidell's team,
said.
If the research outlined is considered
worthy among the other submitted proposals,
and if the funds are available, the NSF will
back the project.
"In essence,research is a business," Side!!
said.
After the proposal is accepted, a loosely
binding agreement is formed with a general
outline of the program In turn, the NSF
agrees to back the research.
"After approval, you are then responsible
for carrying out the work you have outlined,"
Sidell said.
UMaine people have received millions of
dollars for Antarctic research over the years.
Part of the funds approved will be spent at

A UMaine research team made up of professors and students will travel to Antarctica
next month.(File photo.)
Maine.
"Jobs are cleated here in Maine.The local
economy benefits as people are employed for
research and support, and equipment is
bought," Sidell said.
Graduate students whose interests and
specialities can benefit the research are chosen to help.
"The experience they gain by taking part
in these projects is invaluable for preparing
them for practical work experience and work
projects of their own later on," said John
Dearborn, professor of Zoology.

"It's a different world out there. It's an
international marketplace that demands that
they be competent and knowledgeableenough
to operate on an international scale," he said.
When specialists like Sidell are not elsewhere, they are teaching at UMaine. They
bring their knowledge and experience into the
classroom, where students benefit.
1)earborn's first trip to Antarctica was
over an 18 month period in 1957 and 1958,
referred to as the International Geophysical
Year.In that period,scientistsfrom 67 nations
organized research and shared their results on

a

all aspects of man's physical environment
Dearborn stayed there for 15 months,and
his next trip lasted 10 months. He has made
many trips since then, but grudgingly admits
his trip in 1982 was probably his last.
"There are areas that are unique to Antarctica," he said. "They have as little precipitation as the driest desert and the extreme cold.
The dry valleys of Antarctica are so close to
space conditions that you could test space
vehicles in them."
The Antarctic Treaty has prevented countries from staking any recognized claim to the
earth's fifth largest continent for the last 30
years. This has kept political problems in the
area to a minimum!
Most of the research that has to be performed in extremely cold climates is done in
Antarctica because there are fewer political
restraints than in the northern,Arctic regions.
"Man has never been endemic to the
Antarctic continent, as the Eskimos have
been in the Arctic. The animals have no fear
of man and there hasn't been enough time
for them to develop adaptations for interacting with man.
Something assimple asa helicopter flying
over a clutch ofpenguinscould be devastating
if they all ran for cover, leaving the eggs or
young penguins open to predators and the
freezing temperatures. This environment is
very fragile," Dearborn said.
"Ifeel lucky to have been in the right place
at the right time, and lucky to have taken
advantage of the chances I got," said Hugh
Dewitt, professor ofoceanography and zoologyHe has been to Antarctica 11 times since
his first trip there in 1958.

WHAT ARE THESE STUDENTS TALKING ABOUT?
"He made me less apprehensive about starting my job search..."
Victoria Vermette - Senior
"She was very easy to talk with and share goals and life experience with..."
Sharon Johnson- Junior
"The contact was quite helpful...I found her very informative and open to my questions."
Mark Marussich- Junior

These students have met with alums and friends of the University of Maine to
explore career-related interests and concerns through the MAINE
MENTOR PROGRAM. The Career Center has over 800 mentorsj to choose
from located in Maine and across the country.
come down
Spring Break is a great time to meet with a mentor, so

now to browse through our listings and make an appointment to be matched.
Soon you'll be talking like Victoria, Sharon, and Mark, too!

khitl),cwait?

V

We can help rzu deal with onealthem.

PROTAX TAX SERVICE

Thdessional tax preparation with
students' 'pedal needs in mind'
.0.ti,r • NH0.1(
••1.1 I xi.•It DINT I( 111•
• ; \St, \ I DAY SLR% L
for a free estimate or to make an awl.cal

0 1990-91

Come To: Career Center, Basement, Wingate Hall

• rs„

947-6886

PROTAXZESTALT,61 Man %vet. Bangor

Ask for:

The Maine Mentor Program

11:;111
co-sponsored by: the Career Center(The Divisionof Student
Affairs) and the Maine Alumni Association
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Racial or not, the
damage is done

T

he attack on two black students by several white
Crosby
Street early Sunday morning has left a scar
men on
on the University of Maine.
The damage has been done and it is irreversible.
The weekend incident is not the first occurrence of this
kind. Things like this have been happening everywhere in
the world for quite some time, despite attempts to uproot
racial tensions and prejudices. It is simply a reflection of
occurrences elsewhere.
However,that does NOTjustify what happened. It does
NOT justify the emotional and physical damage inflicted
upon the victims, nor the hurt felt by their families and
friends.
In Maine, it seems that people tend to forget prejudice
and racism exists. This region does have its biases, but
perhaps not so strong and obviously displayed as they may
appear elsewhere. Unfortunately, prejudice exists — everywhere.
At UMaine, we pride ourselves at our open-mindedness
and our acceptance ofdiverse people and their cultures. With
the mixture of beliefs and tradition that exist in Orono, a
special understanding is expected of us if we are to live in
some sort of stable, peaceful surroundings.
We have to respect that. We mustrespect that,or we will
be forced to live under the extreme tension, violence and
rivalry that other places experience.
Unfortunately,some people have forgotten this and lack
the respect everyone needs and deserves. What happened on
Crosby Street is disturbing. The damage has already been
done, whether it was racially motivated, or not.(ECU)

Don't cut the
Counseling Center

I go to the Counseling Center.
This May seem like a bold assertion to make in a forum as public
as this, but I don't see it that way.
For me, there is no shame in
admitting I go there; there is no
shame in admitting I can't figure
outsome of the things that goon in
my life,and that my one hour every
two weeks with a counselor helps
me make it through the days until I
go back.
WhatI dofeel ashamed of,what
does bother me, is that soon, very
soon, a good deal of people, including myself possibly, may not
be benefiting from the program.
I feel ashamed that more people
aren'tcoming forward to talk about
the Counseling Centerand the good
it's done them
I'm ashamed my university,an
ost so far in the discussion surrounding Sunday institution I love and respect, is
morning's assault on two black students at the University of considering any cuts whatsoever
to such a valuable institution.
Maine is the facts.
And I'm ashamed I have to deOrono Police ChiefDaniel Lowe asserts that the incident
people who shouldn't be in
fend
was not begun an a racial incident. He refuses to speculate
the position of being defended.
if,after the incident began,it then became racially-motivated.
Foi those ofyou who don't know
Various students on campus are outraged by this. They aboutthe Counseling Center,here's
see the entire episode as racially-related, period. Slurs were some background. About eight
counselors run individual sessions,
exchanged. Nine whites attacked two blacks.
groupsessions,support groups,and
Chief Lowe refuses to name the assailants. He says the
a 24-houremergency call program.
matter is still under investigation.
Additionally, the Counseling
Meanwhile, UMaine broils with the hatred and anger Center supports the Helpline, a
program which provides over-thethat is racial tension.
So far, no eyewitnesses have been heard from. Due to phone initial counseling and referral when the cnter is closed,
legal complexities, Aaron Phillips and Quester Hannah,the
and provides services over breaks,
two men who were attacked, are not saying much to the including summer break.
media. We can't find the assailants. We also have no idea
Now, the center is almost aswho else was there to see the event unfold, because they sured of ending the Helpline and
24-hour emergency response serhaven't made themselves known.
They are also likely to drop
If we ever expect to find out what happened, or, as the vices.
the summer service.
focusseemsto be right now,why it happened,those involved
.How
Which leads me to wonder:
need to speak out.(D1111)
many people will suffer as a result

Let the truth
be told

L

Doug
Vanderweide

The hundreds — no,thousands
of clients who come through the
doors of the center every semester
need it.
Those of us who have ventured
to Fernald Hall and Cutler Health
Center have found the strength we
need.
We have found understanding,
compassion, love, respect, and
honor — new honor for ourselves,
new respectfor ourselves,new love
for ourselves.
The people of the Counseling
Center provide that someone who
listens to you. That someone who
does not pass judgement on you.
That person who stands on the
cliff marking the boundary between
sanity and chaos, who moves over
a bit to let you stand there next to
them,instead of falling off.
They care that you can't fit in
with the rest ofthe dorm residents.
They care that you're heartbroken.
They care that you hate your parents.
But more than care, they help.
They don't tell you what to do ...
you tell you what to do. They just
help you get there.
These people have save lives.
They havesaved careers.They have
devoted their livesto those in need.
Now,they are facing elimination. Suffering. Affliction.
Who will save them? Who will
listen to them? Who will help them
as they stand on that edge, facing
the ravine below?
I hope we all will. I hope we can
return something to the people who
have helped us all so much.

of these cuts?
Many,I imagine.
Perhaps the suffering will be
slight — a student will continue to
stress out over a test, only to find
later they did well.
Or, perhaps the suffering will
be greater — someone gets hurt in
a relationship and never really
trusts the opposite sex again.
Or, perhaps the suffering will
be great — someone is so traumatized that they physically hurt
themselves or someone else. Or
perhaps a rape victim doesn't get
the counseling they need.
Whatever happens, it is a tragedy to me that someone — anyone
— suffers because UMaine
couldn't recognize the value of
one of it's unsung heroes, the
Counseling Center.
I was talking to a woman
know who is on the committee
overseeing cuts to the Counseling
Center.She told me there are some
members of the committee who
see no purpose in the Counseling
Center existing.
All I can tell these doubters is
you're wrong. Very wrong.
I owe my sanity to the Counseling Center. I owe my academic
life to the Counseling Center. If it
hadn't been for them,I don't dare
Doug Varuierweicle is a senior
venture what my life would be like journalism major.
now.
I need the Counseling Center.
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Feb. 20 to Feb. 27

ASAP's student weekly calendar for

SAT,FEB 23,9pm'3
•••

PENNY POST
Fliers lot hire! Call Andrew at 866-5831

THE CAMPUS CRIER
WEEK ENDER

Thursday
12:20 p.m. The Controversy
Series. Wherr DidAllthe
Money Go? The Sdi Crisis and
the Current Recession. Robert
Prascit Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.
7-00 p.m. Peace and Justioe
Film Festival PaulRobeson:
Portrait ofan Amt. 101
Neville Hai Free.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. To Litr and Diem
IA Commuter Lounge,
Memorial Union. Free.
700& 9:00 p.m. Feature
Film Quick Orange. 130 Little I
Hall

700 p.m. Black History
Month. Black Composers.
Musicians from the 20TH
Cennuy Music Ensemble.
Damn Yankee., Memorial
Union. Free.

Saturday
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. Great Balls ofFire.
Sponsored by TUB.
Commuter/NTS Lounge.
Free.

800 p.m. Thursday Nifht at
the Den.The Bear's Den,
Memorial Union.

7:30 p.m. University of Maine
Women's Basketball Black
Bears vs. Hani>rd. Admission/
Sports Pass. Menx)nal(;ym.

Friday
6:30 p.m. Black History
Month. Black Poetry Reading
by Dr. Bernice MagnusBrown. Peabody Lounge,
3R1)floor Memorial Union.

8:(X) p.m. Derosiers Dame
Theater. Maine Center for die
Arts. Admission charge.
8:00 p.m. Marsh Island Band
Contradance. Orono
Community Center, Berinoch
Rod Orono. Admission:
$4.00.

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn
Cinema. The Candidate
Sponsored by TUB.
Commuter/NTS Lounge,
Memorial Union. Free.

•

'

9:00 p.m. The Penny Post.
Thirteen Charlie. Admission.
$3.00.The Penny Post,Old
Town.

Sunday
3:00 p.m. Franciscan String
Quartet.,The works of
Beethoven, Brahms, Handel,
and Liebmarui. Maine Center
for the Ans.Admission charge.

,
Febrowy 21-24
Maine Masque Theater. The
nrerpenny Opera, by Bertad
Brecht Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union.Students
Free with ID. Non-student
admission: $10.00. Feb 21,
22,and 23 at 800 p.m. Feb
22 and 24 at 2:00 p.m.
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ATHLETICS

MOVIES

Saturday 23

Monday 25

Wednesday 20

ty
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Mon
by
Python's The Meaning ofLifi. Sponsored
.
Free
TUB.Sutton Lounge.

t Balls
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Gna
nge.
ofFire. Sponsored by TUB.Sutton Lou
Free.
Quick
7:00 &900 p.m. Feature Film.
Change. Sponsored by TUB & ROC 130
little Hall.

Tuesday 26

ival.
7:00 p.m. Peace and Justice Film Fest
y
dem
Aca
st.
Arti
PaulRobeson:Portrait ofan
a's
ric
award winning tribute to one ofAme
t, actor,
artis
t
cer
con
res:
mast remarkable figu
euited
pas
and
All-American athlete, scholar,
Black
champion ofhuman rights. Part of
uts
History Month. Coffee, Cider, and Don
after. 101 Neville Hall. Free.

Wednesday 27

ng
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Sha
.
nge
lou
ton
Brew. Sponsored by TUB.Sut
Free.

Thursday 21

Maine
7:30 p.m. University of
Bears vs.
Women's Basketball. Black
ission/
Hartford. Memorial Gym. Adm
Sports Pass.

'Better
7:00 p.m. Black History Month. Mo
rican
Blues. Sponsored by The African Ame
. Free.
Hall
Stuident Association. 101 Neville

Maine
7:30 p.m. University of
ck Bears vs.
Bla
Women's Basketball.
Gym.
Arkansas State. Memorial
AdmissiordSports Pass.

Wednesday 27

Lim and
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. To
muter/
Die in M Sponsored by TUB.Com
.
Free
on.
Uni
NTS Lounge, Memorial
Quick
7:00 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Film.
Change. Sponsored by TUB & ROC. 130
little Hall.

Friday 22
700 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. The
muted
Candidate. Sponsored by TUB.Com
.
NTS Lounge, Memorial Union. Free

Saturday 23
at Balls of
700 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Gre
er/NTS
Fur. Sponsored by TUB.Commut
Lounge. Free.

ing
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Blaz
Lounge.
Saddles. Sponsored by TUB.Sutton
Free.
Bad
700& 9:00 p.m. Feature Film.
C 130
RO
Influence. Sponsored by TUB &
little Hall.

Counseling Center Groups

To help support our
troops serving in
Saudi Arabia, write:
U.S. Army and Air Force
Any Soldier
Operation Desert Storm
A.P.O. N.Y. N.Y.
09848

Soup Kitchen Soup Kitchen
Soup Kitchen
Wednesday: Strudel
o
Thursday: Vegetable Moosho
&
s
egg
n
Salvadora
Monday:
tortillas and fried bananas.
Split Pea Rarebit.
Tuesday:
with deep
Wednesday: Veggie Stir Fry
fried Tofu Chunks.
nald Hall snack
The Soup Kitchen is located at Fer
. Monday
p.m
bar, and is open from 5:30-6:30
and includes
95
through Thursday. The price is $3.
t.
frui
tea, juice, yogurt, bread, and fresh
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Countdown to
Freedom.
Spring Break is only
9 days away!

ENTER

counseling for
The Counseling Center offers
Students and
General Therapy, Graduate
n, Eating
Returning Adults, Women, Me
ilies, Gay/
Issues, ACOA/Troubled Fam
ups, and Incest
Lesbian/Bisexual Support Gro
Survivors Group.
ster, or to
For further information, to regi
, contact the
schedule a pre-group interview
Counseling Center at
Fernald Hall:
Cutler Health Center:

581-1392
581-4020

Stop by the Microcomputer
Resource Center for a
demonstration of the new
Macintosh LC, Macintosh si
or the Macintosh Classic,
Macintosh's new low cost
computers.
11 Shibles Hall

NEED A RIDE?
Send information to 16
Chadbourne Hall or call
581— 4359

Ifiard

Ride Needed or Riders Wanted
Where to:
I.
When:
Share in Gas? Driving?
Name:
Ait11frasTio
Phone #:

uary 27

Wednesday, February 20, to Wednesday, Febr
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it MEETINGS
SPEAKERS .
Wednesday 20

Wednesday 20
3:15 p.m. Study Skills Series. Test Taking
Strategies. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

3:00 p.m. Support Group for Parents
of Children with Special Needs. Old
Town Room, Memorial Union.

7:30 p.m. Videotaped Lecture by Noam
Chomsky. US. Mid-East Policy. Taped at
Bates College on January 30th. Sponsored
by MPAC. 101 Neville Hall.

3:00 p.m. Women's Center Meeting.
South Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.

Thursday 21
12:20 p.m. The Controversy Series.
Where Did All the Money Go? The Sol,
Crisis and the Current Recession. Robert
Prasch. Sponsored by MPAC and TUB.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.

Friday 22

6:00 p.m. Student Alumni Association
Meeting. Students helping students,
past, present, and future. Crossland
Alumni Center. 581-ALUM.
6:30 p.m. Cirde K. Lown Room,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. The Citizen Bailout. 1912
Room, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Maine Outing Club. North
Lown Room, Memorial Union.

6:30 p.m. Black History Month. Black
Poetry Reading by Dr. Bernice MagnusBrown. Peabody Lounge, 3RD floor
Memorial Union.

Thursday 21

Monday 25
7:00 p.m.Anthropology Lecture by
James M. Acheson. Fieldwork and the
Lobster Gangs ofMaine. Refreshments
after. 1912 Room, Memorial Union.

Tuesday 26
12:15 p.m. Women in the Curriculum.
Tilling the Garden: Black Women Writers
at Work, by Cedric Bryant. Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

1:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union. p

ience can
'A mind that is stretched by a new exper
."
sions
never go back to its new dimen
W.
-0. Holmes

Monday 25
12:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.
13:30 p.m. Loved Ones in the Middle
East Support Group. Sponsored by The
Counseling Center. Fernald Hall.
5:00 p.m. Peace Club Meeting. Stodder
Private Dining Room.
6:00 p.m. Campus Recycling Initiative.
General Meeting. Ham Room,
Memorial Unionl.
7:00 p.m. Anthropology Club. 1912
Room, Memorial Union.

Tuesday 26
3:00 p.m. Support Group for Students
with Learning Disabilities. Old Town
Room, Memorial Union.

3:30 p.m. Off-Campus Board Meeting.
OCB Office, Memorial Union.

4:00 p.m. Maine Peace Action
Committee. The Virtue Room,The
Maples.

5:00 p.m. University Democrats.
Alumni Room, Memorial Union. New
members welcome.

6:00 p.m. Student Government. 100
Neville Hall.

6:30 p.m. Wilde-Stein Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Support Group Meeting.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Society for Creative
Anachronism Meeting. Come and
recreate European History. All are
welcome. Lengyel Cyrn

BOUND

4:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.

Friday 22
12:00 p.m. Overeaters Anonymous
Meeting. Old Town Room, Memorial
Union.

7:00 p.m. Ad-Vemiures. Advertising
Club. In the Reading Room, Lord Hall.
All majors welcome.
7:00 p.m. The Union Board General
Meeting. The Union Board Office, 2ND
Floor, Memorial Union.

Wednesday 27
7:00 p.m. The Pre-Law Society. The
Profession ofLaw and How To Get
There. FFA Room, Memorial Union.

s
Upcoming Outdoor Adventure
•YAP: Snowshoeing.
•Ncw Games Festival.
•Yun to Yurt Ski Tour
(Through the 24th).
•Intermediate Ice Climbing.
Feb. 23:
•Open Pool Practice Session.
Feb. 24:
The Logan Run by John
Feb. 27:
Waterman.
Instructor
Feb. 29-31: •Rock Climbing
Training.
•Kayak Rolling Clinic.
Feb 31:

Feb. 21:
Feb. 22:

king
March Break- North Carolina Kaya

Trip

courses is five
Registration Deadline for most
ally
sion
days in advance. Space is occa
available after cleadlines. For more
or stop by
information please call 581-1794
Union.
the Maine Bound office in the

RIDES•
Rides Wanted:

end. Will share Gas

Train Station, When: Any Week
•To; Bethlehem/Norristonn. l'A or a NYC
e: 866-0234.
and Driving. Name: Elaine Wendt. Phon

h 2(March Break).
Rockland County. N.Y, When: Marc
or
ey
Jers
New
hern
Nort
ral/
Cent
;
'To
Arggman. Phone: 581-4546, Room 460.
Will share Gas and Driving. Name: Avi
Name: Lisa
March 1. Will share Gas and Driving.
n:
Whe
ey,
Jers
New
hern
Nort
NYC/
'To:
Stuber. Phone: 866-0071.
Phone:
share Gas and Driving. Name: Jamie Hill.
'To: Boston Area, When: March 1. Will
581-4738.
s Russo.
Will share Gas and Driving. Name: Chri
end.
Week
Any
n:
Whe
VT,
on.
ingt
*To: Burl
Phone: 581-4513.

Wednesday, February 20 to Wednesday, February 27
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ENTERTAINMENT RELIGION
Wednesday 20
7:00 p.m. Kodo. A Japanese
ensemble that combines music,
movement, and ritual. The Kodo
musician's body is as much an
instrument as the drum he plays. Maine
Center for the Arts. Admission.

Thursday 21
7:00 p.m. Black History Month. Black
Composers. Musicians from the 20TH
Century Music Ensemble. Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union. Free.
8:00 p.m. Thursday Night at the Den.
See ad below. The Bear's Den,
Memorial Union.

Saturday 23
3:00 p.m. Derosiers Dansc Theater.
Maine Center for the Arts. Admission
charge.
8:00 p.m. Marsh Island Band
Contradance. Orono Community
Center, Bcnnoch Road, Orono.
Admission: $4.00.
9:00 p.m. The Penny Post. Thirteen
Charlie. Admission: $3.00. The Penny
Post, Old Town.

Sway 24
3:00 p.m. Franciscan String Quartet.
The works of Beethoven, Brahms,
Handel, and Liebmann. Maine Center
for the Arts. Admission charge.

Monday 25
12:15 p.m. Monday Jazz. Sponsored by
TUB. Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union. Free.
•ks.
—•

7:00 p.m. Skating Party with Bananas.
For all skaters. Alfond Arena. Donations
Accepted. Sponsored by The Skating
Club of Maine, Penobscot Division.

Thursday 21
12:00 p.m. Ecumenical Bible Study.
Stoddcr Priyate Dining Room.

Maine Masque Theater. The Threepenny
Opera, by BertoId Brecht. Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union. Students Free with ID.
Non-student admission: $10.00. Feb 21, 22,
and 23 at 8:00 p.m. Feb 22 and 24 at 2:00
p.m.

4:00 p.m. International Coffee Hour.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

7:30 p.m. The Way Campus
Fellowship. Drummond Chapel,
Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Campus Crusade for Christ.
North Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.

Friday 22
12:00 p.m. Moslem Prayer.
Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m. InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship. Skeptics arc welcome.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

Sunday 24
Catholic Liturgies. 9:30 a.m Newman
Center. 11:15 a.m. Memorial Union.
6:15 p.m. Newman Center.
5:00 p.m. Protestant Worship and
Celebration. Wilson Center.

Tuesday 26
6:00 p.m. Student Reflection & Action
Group. The Wilson Center,67 College
Ave.(The A-frame). 866-4227.
3:30 p.m. B'nai B'rith HiIlel Meeting.
South Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.

Thursday Night
at the Bear's
Den!
8 p.m. to I a.m.
Featuring:
°kW Pizza at8p.m. Free

February 21-24

Friday 22

Popcorn
*Cash Bar with LD.
00pen to allages
Wo cover charge

*Cheap prices on your
favorite libations!

Saturday 23
10:00 a.m. Voluntary Income Tax
Assistance. Free tax assistance. Keith
Anderson Community Center, Bennoch
Road, Orono.

Monday 25
3:00 p.m. Voluntary Income Tax
Assistance. Free tax assistance.
Memorial Union.

Tuesday 26
7:30 a.m. Yoga and Meditation. Wilson
Center,67 College Ave. Call 866-4227
for more info.

Ongoing
International Toy Exhibit. Play is a
Child's Work: Toysfrom Around the
World. Through February 24th.
Hudson Museum, Maine Center for the
Arts.
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Editor: Christopher Tatian
Associate Editor: Shawn Anderson
Proofreader: Stacey Schwingle
Artwork: Tim Carrier
Cover Art: Steve Kurth
The Campus Crier is a service provided by
A.S.A.P. to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar
listing information on artistic, educational,
and spiritual programs. It provides free
listings of all student-related events and
services. We try to publish a complete
listing of campus events and studentrelated activities. When placing a listing
please include the following information:
name, organization, phone number, time,
date, location, cost, and a short description
of the event.
Send all submissions through
'campus mail to:The Campus A
Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall
,
or call us at 581-4359.
Deadline is Friday at 4:30
p.m.a week before the listing
is to appear.
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Response
Lick urges end to intolerance of racism
To The Editor:
4

Incidents during the past weeks
have painfully brought our attention to the very real effects ofracist
language and violent behavior on
the sense of emotional and physical safety afforded people of color
at the University of Maine.Through
this letter we wish to appeal to the
university community to recommit
itselfto the basic values upon which
a university must be predicated:
Mutual respect, a valuing of personal and intellectual differences,

and a sensitivity toward intercultural communication.
A university is at once a place,
an idea and an ideal. on all three of
these levels of its existence, the
university recognizes the inherent
worth of the individual. Indeed,
respect for the individual and his
or her rights to think, write and
speak freely is the quintessential
core value of the university. We
cannot honor this value,we cannot
be a university, in an atmosphere
in which individual members of
our community must live in fear of

harassment and violence stemming
from their ideas, ideals, or identities. To be a university is to respect
each member of our community
and to affirm his or her right to
teach and learn free from fear of
threat,intimidation or violence. We
cannot tolerate behavior which
violates codes of civility and respect for all members of our community. Thus, an attack on our
students is unacceptable at the
University of Maine not just because it is illegal and immoral, but
because,if tolerated, it deprives us

of our identity as a true university.
We wish to reassure minority
students who are members of our
community that we will work to
ensure their right to a safe environment,their right to dignity and self
worth. We will advocate for these
rights, continue to strengthen our
on-and off-campus efforts, and
enhance our educational, cultural,
and social programming to promote
non-violence and racial tolerance.
We wish to clearly state that
acts of verbal and physical violence
based on racial, ethnic, religious

and cultural hatred of any kind
have no place in the university and
will not be tolerated.
We call upon every person in
this community to consider the
ways in which they can help make
clear that this is a community that
welcomes and supports itsstudents,
faculty and staff of color and abhors the acts of those who would,
through their words or behavior,
say otherwise.

••••I„

Dale W. Lick
President

African-American Student
Racism must stop
Association makes statement
To The Editor:

Editor's note: Thefollowing is
a letterfrom the African-American
Student Association, circulated to
several local officials and newspapers.
To The Editor:
Racism is a very big problem
here at the University of Maine
Today many people feel that we
have come a long way in dealing
with racism. This is partially true,
but we still have many improvements to make a university without
racism
In order to improve race rela-

tions here at the University of
Maine, we feel that the university
president and members of the administration should take steps to
improve the situation.
Many people reading this letter
may feel that the university is fine
just as it is now. Well, we felt
likewise until this past weekend.
Two African-American students
were leaving a party on Penobscot
St. in Orono, when they were both
verbally and physically assaulted
by about ten white men who yelled
"kill those black niggers!"
Also in the student union,racial
slurs were posted on the bulletin

board provided for anyone to write
comments regarding Saudi Arabia
and the war in the gulf. Someone
wrote "kill those sand niggers."
We thought that students at the
University of Maine were above
racial problems. Now our eyes are
opened up to what we as students
have to face and deal with. If we
are going to stop racial problems
here at the university, we have to
first stop it in ourselves and in our
7olleges and universities.

African-American Student As-

We have got to do more to
stop racism on this campus.
I have heard many people
say, "There's racism on this
campus?" Yes, there is, and
there is too much of it.
Two of my friends were
beaten very badly on Saturday
night essentially because ofthe
color of their skin. What kind
ofignorance is this? There was
nothing they could do considering it was two against nine.
And to the nine guys that did it,

what makes you think year are
any better than my friends because you are white?
This incident is the type of
thing that keeps racism alive.
Do we really want this kind of
ignorance on our campus? Do
we want people to feel they
can't go out at night unless they
are with an army of friends? It
does not matter if you are black
or white - we are all equal.Please
help the fight against racism.
Gretchen Lahey

sociation
Jamal Williamson, President
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Lowe's
voice she once knew and could
To The Editor
ly recognize, her son's.
abrupt
the
in
It was Monday evening
led by his friend Aaron
Conso
ial
Memor
the
Bangor lounge of
ps, also a victim of the
Union. I sat a few yards away, Philli
by white men, Quester
ing
studying two faces I could barely pound
strived to fight back his
Jr.
h
Hanna
make out, yet they were faces of
his old man who sat
like
just
tears
years
friends,friends who over the
l seats away painfully lishave become brothers. Especially severa
tening to the horrifying experiences
in times of adversity.
scent to his son's coming
On the other side of the room,a remini
audience. Hannah Jr.
the
from
mother leaned on her husband's
coughed, sparing no
and
d
heave
her
shoulder,tearsstreaming down
to express his desolating
cheeks, struggling to listen to a pain

emotions
Approximately eight feet away
from Hannah Jr. and Aaron, sat
another man, a man appointed to
serve and protect a community
which Hannah Jr. and Aaron are a
part of.
Appalled, flabbergasted and
with disgust 1 watched and listened to Daniel Lowe,Chiefof the
Orono Police Department, commending the competence and
manner in which his men handle

matters such as Hannah Jr.'s and
Aaron.
In an arrogant tone and without
any remorse, Chief Lowe insisted
that the forementioned incident was
not racially motivated, rather alcohol related, in spite of the disturbing testimony he heard, and
which no one should absorb.
It goes without saying that it is
characters like Chief Lowe that
continue to paint such a negative
image on the civilized majority

Writer defends anti-T letter
To The Editor
Huh.I really hadn't expected to
write one more time, but David
Bernard's letter displays the exact
lack of critical thinking that inspired me to write in the first place.
I originally expressed my
opinion that producers and distributors of"Desert Storm"T-shirts
use the Gulf War as an opportunity
to turn a quick buck. That the
Bookstore chose to briefly become
a distributor of these shirtsseemed

in pcior taste and I think it was an
appropriate move for them to have
pulled their stock from the shelves.
Bernard responded,smugly arguing that retailers selling materials such as paint used to make
protest signs also capitalize from
the war. Bernard's poim is, however, patently absurd and logically
invalid I have yet to see any front
window displays in hardware stores
advertising arm bands and paint
for demonstrators ("Hey you
groovy peace freaks, be the first on

your block. "etc) I was objecting
to what I saw as an unabashed
commercial opportunism.
I concede that everybody has a
right to free expression,and if you
really want to wear a Desert Storm
T-shirt,well,what the hell,no one's
going to stop you. But you know,
no matter how you stand on the
issue, there are lots of meaningful
ways to express yourself which
don't necessarily include supporting the privatesector'scommercial
exploitation of a social and politi-

cal tragedy.
Write a soldier. Or better yet,
write a Congressperson, or President Bush, and urge your elected
representatives to push for a diplomatic solution which will avoid
the horrors of a ground war and
bring an end to the bombing ofIraq
which continues even as you read
this.
Kai Schafft
Graduate Student

and minority, maintaining beliefs
that should have check out centuries ago _ a deplorable attribute to
his race and this community.
Those of us who ,ire victims of
such imbecility shall not resort to
ferocity but continue to pray for
those like Chief Lowe, who need
Jesus in their hearts.
Brothers and sisters, we shall
overcome.
Harold Kaman yi

The
Maine
Campus
urges you

to write to
us about
your
concerns.
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1991-92 course catalogs to be streamlined
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
In an effort to save the University of
Maine money and the students time, the
Registrar's office has made noticeable changes and improvements in the undergraduate
course catalog.
Accuding to Registrar
John Collins Jr., the first step of the project
was to make the catalog a more economical
size. The current edition, 1990-91, is much
larger than in previous years - enlarged from
a 5 by 7 inch size to 8 112 by 11. It was also
expanded to three columns of listings per
page instead of two.
While some might argue a larger size
would be more expensive, Collins stated the
opposite was true - the larger size, more
columns per page and less expensive paper
saved a considerable amount of money.
Since 1988,the University has made several changes to the catalog in the interest of
saving money,including moving the publication of the catalog off-campus.
According to Devon Stomian,assistant to
the Vice President of Academic Affairs, the
move to off-campus publishing began with
the 1989-90 edition and when added to other
measures saved the university over $18,000.

Since the 1988-89 edition, changes have
driven the cost per copy from $2.78 in 198889 to $1.58 in 1990-91 and allowed the university to print 5,000 more copies. Since the
changes in the undergraduate catalog have
been so successful, the same measures were
implemented with the graduate school catalog, saving the university $26,005 since the
1989-90 edition, Storman said.
Although many changeshad been made to
save money, the Registrar's office believed
another change was needed editing.
"The first step wasto get a publication that
was cheaper for the university,"Collins said.
-The second step was to see if we could get
someone to gothrough the catalog and reduce
some of the excess verbiage."
Although the editing stage wasn't introduced in time for the 1990-91 Bulletin, the
1991-92 catalog will be the first catalog in
"many years" that has been edited.
Upon the recommendation of the President's Office, the Registrar's Office hired
Susan Hameltt,a graduate student in English,
to edit the catalog,said Jan LeVasseur,assistant to the Registrar.
Hameln worked with the Registrar's Office during November and December, 1990
and part of January 1991, read every one of

the 3,4(X) course descriptions listed in the
undergraduate catalog and made changes
ranging from one word to the entire format.
LeVasseur estimated 10 percent of the listings needed no editing and emphasized that
all changes were strictly grammatical.
"We in no way have changed the content
of the course at all," she said. "It wasjust for
clarity and content."
The importance ofnot altering the appearance ofthe course wasforemost,said Col
since course listings and descriptions go
through a complicated process of approval.
When a new course is created, the listing
and description goes through an Educational
Policy Committee,and ifapproved,movesto
the campus wide Committee on Program
Development. Ifthe campus wide committee
approves it, it goes to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs for final approval.
"When we asked this editor to edit, we
asked her to he careful not to change the sense
of the course because it had gone through a
fairly elaborate process," Collins said.
The majority of changes in the catalog
were format changes in an effort to create a
sense of consistency between departments
and colleges. Hameltt created a style for the
catalog, following similar procedures for
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For many communities in
the developing world,
fields of dreams are crops
providing food security for
their families and neighbors. Peace Corps Volunteers have been working
for 30 years with farm
families to use their own
resources and lands, increase yields, decrease
post-harvest losses, and
introduce improved soil
and water conservation
techniques that enable
them to insure food stability for future generations.
Farm families in over 70

countries are waiting for
you. You'll gain immeasurable career experience,
personal satisfaction, and
adventure. You'll see results right away. And have
an impact that will last a
lifetime. There's no better
in-the-field experience.

lowio
4N„d

Peace Corps recruiter, Iver l_ofving will be available to talk about current opportunities:
INFO TABLE
FILM SHOWING
Wed,FEB 20
Wed,FEB 20
4:00 pm
10:00-2:00
Hamm Rm, MU
Memorial Union
Or Call the Peace Corps
581-3209
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courses with similar chara9etistics, such
introductory classes.
"The reason we needed an editor wasto go
through and try to get some consistency,"
Collinssaid."You might have a course called
Introduction to Entomology and the first
sentence of the description would say, This
course is an introduction to entomology."'
"We needed to get rid ofthat duplication."
Hameltt also made other changes,such as
checking all courses with pre-requisites to
make sure they still existed and were correct.
"She looked at pre-requisites for every
single course - so any pre-requisite you'll see
in the upcoming publication is going to be
correct and up to date," LeVasseur said.
Collins said the streamlining process is
not done yet, and the next step will be to
remove any courses from the catalog that
haven't been offered in a while.
"The Vice President of Academic Affairs
and deans are looking at some way in that a
course has not been offered for X number of
years v•illautomaticallycomeoutofthere unless
there is some reason for it to stay in," he said.
Collins said he would like to see this
editing process done every five to 10 years to
keep the consistency and continuity of the
catalog and keep it current.

Faculty
fears cuts
at UMaine
ORONO(AP)— Faculty at the University of Maine in Orono say they are concerned
with the proposed elimination of some science, arts and sports programs after the announcement ofa possible $2.5 million in cuts
to the school's budget.
A Faculty Senate meeting was held on
campus Monday, and produced questions
about cutting some ofthe five vice presidents,
varsity sports and biological sciences. A task
force investigating cuts said 15 faculty posihens,21 non-faculty positionsand41 classified
positions could be eliminated.
When talking about cutting some of the
administrators,Professor Kenneth Hayessaid
"many faculty support deep vertical cuts in
this area."
The chancellorasked UM to research what
areas should be trimmed to head off probable
cuts to the system's budget by the Legislature
The Orono campus takes about half of the
money in the university system budget.
"This is a horrendous thing to do in a short
period of time,' said Charles Rauch, who
heads the task force that developed a plan for
cuts.
Faculty expressed concern about a proposal to suspend the dance program, the
proposed elimination of a music instructor
and the future of the theater department.
Charles Smith,physics department chairman, said a proposal to close the campus
planetarium and observatory would he a great
loss.
"It's hard to understand how we can offer
a meaningful experience to students without
having them look through a telescope,"Smith
said. He said the university must consider the
busloads ofstudents that visit each year from
schools around the state.
Science Dean Dagmar Cronn recommended closing the planetarium and observatory andsaid outsidefunding would besought
to keep those outlets open.
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Rape

from page 1

wooded area.The man lost his footing as they
struggled, and the woman escaped.
The men in each incident had their faces
covered, and were wearing jackets to cover
whatever clothing they might have been
wearing.
Each incident took place in secluded,dark
areas where women were walking alone, according to Davis.
"'definitely considerit(the reported rape)
a threat," he said.
1)avis said he is treated the reported rape
as an ongoing case.
The Orono police department will be
stepping up patroLs in some areas on certain
days of the week. Davis added he hoped
people would be more aware of suspicious
vehicles and activities.
"Hopefully the message will get out to the
public so that.. they can protect themselves
and not become victims," he said.
Ruth Lockhart, co-chair of the Rape and
Sexual Assualt Awareness Program Committee said,"I think it's really important when
people know that these kinds of things are
going on that as many people as possible be
warned."
She said she would not want to see certain
areas avoided, but said women should take
precautions.
"Try very hard to avoid going anywhere
alone,"she said,"be aware of your surroundings at all times."
Sheri Cousins,co-chair on the committee
with Lockhart, had advice on further precautions.
"Avoid areas that are not well-lit and
when walking in parking lots try to stay in
open areas as opposed to cars because people
can hide behind cars," she said.
Davis said the assailant may have hidden
behind a vehicle or a corner of the building.
Cousins suggested women be very aware
can
of their circumstances and realize "it
happen here."
a
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thing
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Summer Jobs with Upward Bound
Work with high school students on
UMaine campus. We need English,
Communication,Science, Math,and
Computer Science teachers, a Nurse,
Residential Life Counselors and others.
Summer work-study especially helpful.
Excellent professional experience.
Room and board available for some
positions. Details/Application:
Upward Bound, 100 Winslow Hall
UMaine,581-2522
SPRING BREAK!--Spring Break in
Cancun or the Bahamas from $299!
Includes round-trip air fare, 7 nights
hotel, cruise beach parties, free lunch,
and much, much more! Organize a
small group -- earn a free trip plus
CASH!Call 1-800-BEACH-IT!
$9415 Hourly Average--Sell art
reproduction (prints) part time at
school, low key, management at some
schools, national publisher. Call
collect(207)-363-4730
STUDENTS-Great Opportunity-We'll send your resume to 100's of
major Companies thru out the U.S.. in
a complete indexed Catalogue!!
Catalogue sent to companies in April
'91 Hurry!! Send 8 x 111/2 resume
plus a $20.00 check or MO to: Career
Catalogue, P.O. Box 882 Safety Harbor4
Florida 34695 0'90 Career Catalogue
GET YOUR DREAM JOBS NOW!-100's of addresses and tel #'s of JOBS
OPEN IN PARADISE. Callf./Fla./Nat.
Pks./Cruise/Rafting-for Spring/
Summer. HAVE A PAID VACATION.
CALL 1-900-226-2644 $3/MIN.
Motivated-campus representatives
wanted by established national
company specializing In all natural
personal improvement and health care
products. High income potential.
Start to build a secure future now. We
train. Send resume to: P.O. Box 2760,
Bangor, ME 04401
Fast Fund-Raising Program-41000 in
just one week. Earn up to $1000 for
your campus organization. Plus a
chance at $5000 more! This program
works! No investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

Motivated-Campus representatives
wanted by established national
company specializing in all natural
personal improvement and health care
products. High income potential.
Start to build a secure future now. We
train. Send resume to: P.O. Box 2760,
Bangor, Maine,04401

Apartments
Orono-1 bedroom, modern furnished
apartment. Quiet, walk to UMaine.
;450 per month + utilities. 945-5810
Orono'The Woods"--We are building
our waiting lists for two and three
bedroom apartments at TIMBERVIEW
and FOUNDERS PLACE. Rents start at
$355 and $435 a month. Certain
income and occupancy guidelines
apply. For details call: P.I. Realty
Management. 942-4815
Roommate Needed--to share two
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath apt. $155 per
month includes heat and hot water.
Call Jeff at 866-0225

Services
Money for College..., Scholarships,
Grants, awards. Get your share.
Guaranteed method. Call our "Money
for College" Hot-Line for amazing
recorded message that tells it the way
It is. 24 Hours - 7 Days
1-508-534-4341
Professional, Affordable-Painting,
papering, Carpentry, Masonry and
other home and business repairs. Free
Estimates. Call Neil Tolman,9424788
Christian counseling,individual,
family, marriage. 942-4788
A happily married, financially secure
couple living in a family oriented
neighborhood offers their hearts,
home and hope that they may one day
be parents. Call Alma and Ed,
1-800-373-6393, or call Friends in
Adoption collect: 1-(802)-235-2312
Confidential, expenses paid. In
compliance with Title 22, Chapter
1153

Crossword
ACROSS

37 Jan 1 event
311Broa7 way
production
1959
41 Vilipend
42 Business abbr
43 Composer
Bartok
44 Castle or
Hervey
46 Adi Iota noncommissioned

36

Louse
Burns

saCornucopia
41 Broadcast
42 Mardi

FOR SALE!--Smith + Wesson semiautomatic handgun. 14 round clip,
fixed sights. Excellent condition.
Asking $425. Call 866-3048 and
I • ay • - sa .,•
Lost Last Semester!--Silver Band
Bracelet with turquoise studs, family
heirloom. Reward if found, SO dollars.
Found!--Teddy Bear, outside Wells
Commons. Inquire at 101 Wells, West
Cam •us office #4702
Wake N' Bake--Spring break '91!
Jamaica/Cancun from $459!! A week
of fun and sun! The hottest
CARIBBEAN-4189 FOR SPRING
BREAK. Why freeze here? The sunny
Caribbean or Mexican coast for a
week! Only $189 Call SUNHITCHTM
1-(212)-864-2000
50 REW RD-- or t e return o go d
woman's watch lost in Little Hall,
Memorial Union, or in between. Call
Maria at 866-4135
FOR SALE-JBL 630 speakers, 150
watts, 3 yrs. old. Also Yamaha 520
stereo amp, 75 watts per channel.
$550 for both, negotiable.
Call Bart-- 941-9615
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER?--Jet there anytime with
AIRHITCHS for $160! (Reported in
Let's Go! AIRHITCHOD 212-864-2000
Wargamers--I am looking for
opponents, possibly to start up a
wargamer's club. I play most Avalon
Hill games, some others. Call x1271
ask for Dou ,, afternoons.
Wanted--Single metalhead.
I. Grad/published Metal Critic.
Deal: You get me to concert,
will get you in to see band/info
401 Eastabrooke
LOST--Sony walkman, lost at Gym
Contains Anita Baker tape. Call Judy
at x1656 or 827-4674
ADVERTISE IN THE MAINE
CAMPUS. IT'S STILL COOL.
- REAL COOL
'
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from page 1

agreed the war should be stopped as early as
possible.
Joul Metri, a Lebanese student in plant
sciences, said a solution needs to be found

by Stephen Kurth
F.sirAwpf

soon.
"Even though the Americans didn't take
his proposition seriously, we should at least
stop the war for a while," Metri said.
"We should look seriously at a better
solution rather than just bombing and killing
people by hundreds and destroying the whole
country," he said.
According toOzerman,thesolution could
be handled in a wise way.
"But the United States is not flexible.
They first want to eliminate the power ofthe

fIN(AR.mAri,
sAys.o.
Kit! K.11,#0131.
tkkotH466400.

military," Ozerman said.
Ozerman added the Palestinian problem
should not be connected to the Persian Gulf
War.
From another viewpoint,Al-Shehri said
Hussein wants to ameliorate his image in
front of the world
"He's trying to be the one who works for
peace and this is not truer" Al-Shehri said.
"Everybody knows, even people from
Iraq know, that he has a stupid military
mentality," he said.
However, Al-Shehri hopes the situation
will end in a positive way.
"I hope we'll stay friends and brothers
(the Arabic people)," he said. "It would be
too bad if we lose them because we are part
ofthe same traditions, history and religion."

by Mike Peters

I Nil" Si.EZP
Ofili11.1ESE
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Fiji post

from page 1

0
the American Cancer Society,said the marathon went better this year because of a new
method of collecting money.
Last year the groups went around before
the marathon and signed up people to pledge
a certain amount of money per mile. They
then went back after the marathon was com-

Calvin and Hobbes
HoNE'l
WAS SCMOOL?
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by Bill Watterson
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CVSToOtANS TO ET ME Our!
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pleted to collect the money.
Pribble said this was not successful because a lot of the money was never collected.
This year a new method was used. Those
who ran were sponsored to run,and collected
the money before the marathon.
Each team of 8-10 people paid $200 to
register for the marathon, from the money
they collected.
Pribble said60percent ofthe money raised
Will go towards local programs and services
and 40 percent will go to the national office,
to be used for research.
"A good time was had by all, even the
runners," Jamieson said.
Five bands, Radio Smack, The Head
Hunters,The Reach,13Charlie,and 27Wishes
played for the runners and spectators.
Jamieson said a lot of people came and
donated money, listened to the bands and
cheered the runners on.
He said $9,000-$10,000 was raised.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Doonesbury

Corrections
A story in Friday's edition
of The Maine Campus
about Bananas helping to
teach safe sex incorrectly
stated that Brian Lajoie organized the event. In fact
the event was organized by
Dr. Sandy Caron, The
Campus regrets the error.
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Sports
UMaine swimmers look to NE men's championships
By Paul Watson
Staff Writer
The University of Maine men's
swimming and diving team will be
on the road to face the top teams in
New England tomorrow through
Saturday, Feb. 23, at the New England Men's Intercollegiate Swimming and Diving Association
Championships in Kingston, RI.
UMaine coach Jeff Wren hopes
his Black Bears will finish "somewhere a little above the middle" of
the 17 school pack.
Wren, in his first year as the
men's coach, admits that coaching
at the men'schampionshi p meet isa
"totally new ballgame for me." Wren
said his lack of knowledge about the
abilitiesofthe swimmersfrom some
of the teams UMaine will face is a
disadvantage.
Wren said the championship
format heirs teams that are weak in
certain events and should benefit
the Black Bears."Holes in the lineup are OK," he said. A team can
compensate for those holes by doing well in other events_
Such gaps would have more ofa
negative effect in the dual meet
format,where the number ofentrants
in any event is limited, he said.
Wren believes the University of
Massachusetts,Southern Connecticut State, the University of Connecticut and Providence College to
be the schools who will present the
most problems for his swimmers
The UMaine team is fired-up
about the New Englands. "They

were pretty pumped at the women's
championships," Wren said, and
feelsthe intensity willcarry through.
UMaine will seek determined
efforts from seniors Bob Leonard,
Derek Marshall, Peter Small, Sean
Conroy,Bob Greene,WaltSweeney
and captain Brad Biunham in order
to finish well in the New Englands.
Lance Graham,thediving coach
at UMaine,said hisdiversare"ready
to go. The (women's) championships here picked up everyone's enthusiasm."
Graham expects UMaine'scorps
of divers to more than hold their
own in Kingston.
The diversare led by Rick Keene
and Tom Hines who Graham believes "can win both boards" for
UMaine. Keene was particularly
impressive this past week, he said.
"(In practice) he didn't miss a
dive," Graham said. "As the dives
got more difficult, he got better."
Alsodivingfor UMaine are firsttime championship competitors
Keith Paquet and Stan Skolfield.
"This is my first big meet,"said
Paquet, who hopes to finish somewhere near the middle ofthe pack in
the one-meter competition and
slightly better in the three-meter
event.
"I have enough confidence in
(Keith and Stan) that I think they
can finish in the top six on both
boards," Graham said.
Graham plans to have his divers
dives with slightly lower detry
competingin the NEchampionships
grees of difficulty hoping to boost
The University of Maine's men'sswimming and diving team will be
by Tim Boyd.)
the teams points.
to be held Wednesday through Saturday,February 20-23.(Photo

Athletics must cut $128,000
Ballinger happy with
individual performances

pus-wide condition oftrying to do too many
things for the resources that are available."
An example ofthe University resources
stretched out isthe fact that along with
being
Task
The Program and Budget Review
ity of New Hampshire, UMaine
Univers
the
00
$128,0
of
cut
a
Force has recommended
New England land grant
from the University of Maine's Athletic is the only other
for championships in the
ng
Budget for fiscal year 1992,according to a school competi
sports.
men's
major
four
report sent out Friday.
The report also suggested that the PresHowever,the issue of where to cut the
along with the Chancellor,should put
ident,
AthUMaine
money from is presenting the
together a blue ribbon panel to investigate
letic Department with some problems.
s, with the focus beThe report states that because of NCAA intercollegiate athletic
the amount of
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antly
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to
ing
and league constraints,the Athletic Ikpartmen's major
four
the
of
one
to
funding
E&G
the
inent may be forced to make cuts across
sports.
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to
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by
hoard, which is seen
The recommendations include:
undesirable option
The elimination of the sports informaThe other alternative the athletic departconcentrated on womment has is to significantly reduce funding tion position which
is currently an open
which
s,
athletic
en's
to one of the four major men's athletic
tion of an adminelimina
the
and
,
position
or
programs - football, hockey, baseball
t.
assistan
istrative
basketball.
Significant reduction of conference atLast year, football carried a bill of
professional staff,th us prevent$1,086,955,hockey stood at $470,822,bas- tendence by
at league and governing body
e
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ing
ketball cost $376,693 while baseball ran at
decisions are made which
when
s
meeting
$249,753.
athletics.
Nearly 55 percent of each athletic pro- will affect UMaine
men's varsity spor,t in
one
of
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gram's budget comes from Education and
ofmen's tennis to
ion
convers
the
to
n
General funds, while the rest is made up of additio
Charles Rauch,
to
ng
Accordi
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club
a
ticket revenues, external funding and stul management,the sport
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of
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dent fees.
a"relatively smallsport,like
The report stated,"Athletics is a micro- to be cut will be
and will not be a major sport.
cosm of the previously-underscored cam- golf,"

By Jeff Pinkhani
Staff Writer

By Dan-Costello
Staff Writer

4

The Boston University and Northeastern
University men's and women's track teams
dominated last Saturday's North Atlantic
Conference Indoor Track & Field Chainpionships in Boston.
The Northeastern men ran away to victory with a resounding 202 points scored,
well ahead of a strong second place finishing BU (134). UMaine's 72 followed the
University ofNew Hampshire's 117in fourth
position.
UMaine could not compete with the depth
of the BU and NU teams,according to head
coach Jim Ballinger
"(BU and NU) have a lot more depth
than us," Ballinger said."We can compete
too
in sonic events but what itjust boils down
the
on
points
put
to
athletes
,is the lack of
board."
The University of Vermont(20) and
at
Hartford(9) made up the rest of the field
the NAC's.
BU and NU each had eight blue ribbon
finishes
the
"To compete with the top teams in
first
championship meets you must have
UMaine,
place finishes," Ballinger said.

although not having an athlete in the first
place spot, did come away with five finishers in the second or third positions.
In the 55-meter dash, UMaine captain
Carl Smith raced to a third place spot, while
Mike Proctor was second in the 400-meter
for UMaine. Black Bears Jamie Lachance
and John Henderson dashed to third and
second place spots in the 800-meter and
1000-meter respectively, and Brian
Schneider soared to a third place landing in
the pole vault for UMaine.
Even though the Black Bears could not
compete numbers wise, Ballinger said he
was pleased with the performance of his
individuals.
"I was real pleased with the people who
did compete and I think individually we had
a good meet," he said.
, The UMaine women's track team ran up
against the same brick wall that the men's
team faced, namely BU and NU.
BU was untouchable demolishing the
field of five teams with seven first place
spots to go along with a point total of 154.
Northeastern placed a distant second with
I 07,just ahead of UVM's 98.
Just as the UMaine men placed fourth,so
See TRACK on page 15
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Lady Black Bears rout highly touted Siena, 81-85
A 12-1 run a quarter of the way through center Valerie Higgins with 12 and nine
the second half effectively and definitively rebounds.
According to
spelled lights out for
head
UMaine
(17-4).
Siena
Another record for Rachel Bouchard.
Ulrine(11)
RobTrish
coach
Black
Lady
The
Maine
of
University
the
for
Another win
Rorie 5-130-3 10, &rouse 04 1-2 1, Ennebird 1120
erts, it was Bou4-5 10,Strong 3-120-110,Good...4-64-6 13,Barr 1-93.43
Bears were led on the
women's basketball team.
Citrons 5-50-010,Roston 140-02,Totals 34-77(4411)12-21
chard's defense of
Coming off a strong performance ver- night by Bouchard's
(57%)$I.
(35)
Sir
Higgins and not
sus Colgate Friday,the lady hoopsters con- 30 points and 13 reLops 3-10 1-1 7. Ruche 0-3 2-2 2, Higgins 5-12 2-3 12,
offense that
her
7,
3-4
2-10
0-06,
3-12
Serafino
Taylor
IS,
1-9
3-10
Collar
bounds.
York,
New
tinued their trek across up-state
Hark:lora 2-4 2-2 6, Ward 0-1 0-00,Train 18-62(21%)1S-21
key.
was
She was aided by
taking on and defeating Siena in Loudon(96%)53
"Rachel had a
Strong's 10 points and
ville last night, 81-55.
Scoot by bat
phenomenal
34.47
S)
(Arius
Led by Bouchard - who is now the all- 13 assists, one assist
24. 31 55
Sinn
game,both offentime leading scorer in New England wom- shy of the record for
Rebound.
57(Briggs 15)
(Arne
sively and defenen's basketball history with 2,281 career most assist in a game,
Sirs
31(Misr.UV.9)
sively. Their (SiMasa
points - the Lady Black Bears used strong and Jess Carpenter,
23(Soong 13)
UP4aine
ena) top scorer
inside play and a very stingy defense to who came off the
14(CoUir 6)
Sias
3-p
PdClos%
Higgins needed
of
five
defeat the Saints, who had been ranked in bench to hit all
1-7(Goodluse)
Minim
16 points to
just
Sian
1-13
attempts
goal
(Coll)es)
field
poll.
her
women's
recent
the top 50 in the most
Aseadnincs 344
reach 1,000 in her
UMaine (16-7 overall) was sparked by en route to a 10 point
career and Rachel
a 12-4 run to close out the end of the first evening
held her to just
On the other side
half, keyed by three Chris Strong jumpers,
said
Roberts
12,"
guard
by
led
were
Saints
the
ledger,
propelling them to a 10-point halftime lead. of the
"We beat a real good team,it was a long
They were never seriously confronted again. Michelle Collins who hit for 15 points and
By Tim Hopley
Staff Writer

Bouchard named to GTE
Academic All-District team
University of Maine senior center 57.6 percent shooting, and adds 11.6 reRachel Bouchard has been named to the bounds per game. In Monday's game at
GTE Academic All-District team for the Siena,Bouchard became the all-time leading career scorer in New England history
second consecutive year.
The Farmingdale, Maine native has a when she scored her 2,237th career point
She holds 10 school records and is a
3.6! grade point average in psychology,
and has led the Lady Black Bears to a 14- two-time Kodak District 1 All-American,
and last year was named the North Atlantic
7 record this year.
Bouchard is averaging 22.7 points on Conference's MVP

VOICE

trip after beating Colgate so handily, we
started out slowly against Siena but got it
going in the second half."
Roberts also noted that while none of
the Lady Black Bears perimeter players
had a good game, Strong did a nice job,
getting most of her assists off the teams
half-court offensive set.Once again UMaine
got consistent scoring, putting five players
in double figures. Siena was able to manage just two.
Another key to the game was the Lady
Black Bears total domination of the glass.
For the third consecutive game,UMaine
held a decisive rebounding advantage,
pulling down 57 boards to Siena's 38.
Leading the way in this category was
sophrnore forward Heather Briggs, who
pulled down 15.
The Lady Black Bears return to action
Saturday night in the Pit versus North At..
!antic Conference rival the University of
Hartford. Tip-off is slated for 7:30.

Men's soccer team wins indoor
tourney in Connecticut
Southern Connecticut is the defending
The University of Maine men's soccer
11 national champion.
Division
Hartford
of
team took home the University
"I'm very pleased with the results,"said
indoorsoccer tournamentchampionship last
UMaine head coach Jim Dyer."We played
weekend in Connecticut.
UMaine's Gary Crompton was named tough teams and we were very sharp. The
the tournament's most valuable player, in results speak for themselves."
The UMaine squad was comprised of
leading the te.am to a 6-0-1 record over the
Crompton,Charlie Carroll,Tim Dean,Todd
weekend.
In the first round, UMaine defeated Sniper, Peter Gardula, Pat Laughlin, Peter
Quinnipac 3-2, Farleigh Dickinson 1-0, Ellef, Mike Enos, Simon Richard, Matt
Szwecl, Rob Thompson and Ben Kelahan.
Dartmouth 4-2 and tied Hartford 3-3.
"The wins are a direct credit to our offBlack
the
In the championship round,
Bears took care of Yale 3-2, Hartford 3-1 season training and conditioning program,
and Southern Connecticut 2- 1 to bring home as well as the men themselves," Dyer concluded
the title.

(Volunteers In Community Efforts)
Presents:

Mt. Can Do
Canned Food Drive to benefit Area
food cupboards and Homeless
Shelters

Thursday, February 21
Friday, February 22
9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Memorial Union

Order your college ring NOW.
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NAC track championships held in Boston
did the women, scoring 66 points, out in
front of UNH's last place score of 42.
Ballinger spoke of the same depth problems men's team faced and said he was
proud ofthe effort the women gave individually.
Black Beals Lori Roth and Carol Beale
each attained second place finishes in the
1000-meter and high jump events respectively. Kathy Caduette placed third behind
Roth in the 100-meter for UMaine, and
UMaine also took second in the 4x800 relay.
UMaine captain Brenda Sheehan's long
jump of 18' 7" set a new school record,
breaking the mark she previously held.This
landed her a third place spot.
UMaine will be heading back down to
Boston this weekend for the New England
Championships

from page 13

3000:Sherrin Quintilliani(UVM),THenderson(UM)2nd
NORTH ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
10.46.8
200:Tony Arrendel(NU),T-22.59
Indoor Track & Field Championships
400:Donna Garace(UVM),T-57.97
3000:Arthur Smith(BU),T-8:18.6
Men
500:Amy Dwire(UVM),T-1:16.64
High Jump:Hans Pompen(BU),H-6-6
Northeastern 202,Boston University 134,
55:Amy Dwire(UVM),T-7.27 .
Arrendel
(NU),D-23-1
Long Jump:Tony
New Hampshire 117,UMaine 72, Vermont
800:Jennifer Lanctot(BU),T-2:05.88
3/4
20, Hartford 9
55 high hurdles:Al-Nisa Tucker(NU),TPole Vault:Hans Pompen (BU)H-1555 high hurdles: Carlie McCrea(BU),T8.38
6;Brian Schneider(UM)3rd
7.86
Shot put:Crystal Cordeil(NU),D-43-5
Triple Jump:Tyron Muse(NU),D-47-3
55 Tony ArrendeRNU), T-6.44;Carl
Longjump:Karen Phillips(BU),D-19-5 1/
Shot Put:G.Taylor(UNH),D-52-10
Smith(Maine)3rd
2;Brenda Sheehan(UM)3rd
4x400:BU,T-3:21.04
Mile:Ricardo Siqueira(BU),T-4:04.92
High jump:Monica Velentina(BU),D-54x800:NU.T-7:52.6
400:Stewart Judson(BU),1-47.95; Mike
Beale(UM)2nd
6,Carol
Women
Proctor(UM)2nd
Josephson(BU),T-5:11.9
Mile:Maricn
107,
Northeastern
154,
University
Boston
DWeightThrow:AndersHalversen(NU).
Cindy
throw:
Weight
Vermont 98, UMaine 66, New Hampshire
63-6
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500:Alexander Adam(BU),T-1:02.67
4x400 relay:BU ,T-3:55.2
1000:Meghan Lee(BU),T-2:53.41;Lori
800:Yuel Joseph(NU), T-1:53.81;Jamie
4x880 relay:BU,T-9:40.8;(UM)2nd
Caduette(UM)3rd
Roth(UM)2nd,Kathy
Lachance(UM)3rd
Triplejump:Lcrna Barrett(NU),D-40-4 1/4
50
Yvonne
Thomas(NU),T-25.
200:
100:Mark Gomes(NU),T-2:35.12;John

Coach loses 7,000 games and keeps his job
By Hal Bock
AP Sports Writer
Hada bad day'? Consider the plight ofRed
Klotz.
He's had a bad decade. Make that two
decades.
Klotz is a basketball coach and his Washington Generals last won a game in 1971,
7,000 or so starts ago. A slump of major
proportions, yes, but the coach is not terribly
concerned.
For one thing, he owns the team. For
another, the Generals are the nightly foils of
the Harlem Globetrotters. They're supposed
to lose.
"Losing," Klotz said, "is not the point, I
don't worry about losing. The fact that you
lose doesn't mean you're a bad player Look.
I'm a par golfer. Jack Nicklaus beats me and
says, 'You're a helluva golfer, you almost
'It's not a matter of winningit's how
beat me.
you play.

"1 never get tired of losing. Losing is not outrageous distances. Klotz can still shoot So night-in,night-out,the Generals willingly
the worst thing that can happen. It means them and does,wearing a warm-upjacket and play the party ofthe second part,the fall guys,
you're second best. That's not so bad. You go baseball cap before games and nailing 3- the lovable losers.
"Nobody tells us to lose,"he said."Wetry
out and show audiences how good you are, pointers with remarkable consistency.He hung
We'd love to win. It's a dual thing,
win.
to
but
67,
age
at
ago,
years
three
sneakers
his
up
give them a run for it."
And every 10 or 20 years, the Generals he keeps threatening a comeback, perhaps to though.They're great at what they do.It takes
manage to break the monotony with a win. provide aspark that can tum thisslumpamund. away from us. There have been nights when
That might not be such a good thing, we had them, we were beating them. They
There was that game at Tennessee-Martin
in 1971. Klotz remembers it well. It came though.The Globies,65 yearsold thisseason, stop showboating and get back in front. Windown to the final seconds. Globie clown- are supposed to win. That's part of the show. ning is what the Globies are famous for."
prince Meadowlark Lemon drove for a
layup. The ball hung on the rim for a tanti lizing second and rolled off. Washington
had won.
"They carried me to the locker room,"said
Klotz. "They poured orange soda all over
Thefans,however,were less enthusiastic.
They booed."It was a sad experience for the
audience and the Globetrotters, Ink not for
us," Klotz said
Those were the days when the coach still
played,launching two-handed set shots from
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Orono fight prompts look into racism at UMaine
so bad.
"Ijust want to go home — a lot of people
here are close friends and I love a lot of
people here 4— a lot of things go on and
people of importance know these things go
on,and-they're not doing anything about it,"
he added.
"Things escalate to this point,and it just
makes you want to go home. People say
they'll stand up for you and they want to
help you — I don't think they mean it."
Student Donald Taylor said he believes
racism will exist as long as UMaineakeeps
"promoting" it.
He pointed to a racial slur written on the
Persian Gulf War graffiti board in the Memorial Union, which read, "kill the sand
niggers."
"That is just promoting the issue of racism," Taylor said. "There's something that
has to be done. It's been.up there, and no
one's said anything about it."
We have people who clean up the Me-

morial Union and walk right past the thing
and look at it, and know it's a racial slur,"
Williamson said. "It's just a shame for administration and students to walk past it and
no one says anything about it."
"I've seen so much bigotry and so much
hatred around here,it'sjust a prime example
that all this came out," Phillips said
Taylor said an incident at the Memorial
Gymnasium similar to the one that occurred
to Hannah and Phillips happened to him a
few weeks ago.
"Here you have my two friends, who got
jumped by ten guys, and everybody says,
'Just don't tell anybody.' But that's just not
right."
One student said he believes part of the
problem is that people from Maine are not
use to having minorities in their community.
Several students — including Hannah
and Phillips — were visibly upset after
Orono Police Chief Daniel Lowe reiterated
his belief that the incident on Sunday was

not started on the basis of a racial conflict.
"How can it not be racist when somebody calls you 'nigger' to your face?" one
woman asked.
"And they beat you don,and are kicking
you?" another man asked.
Lowe said the reports he hasseen"donut
have that statement."
Some AASA members in attendancesaid
they believe Lowe's statement was onesided,and the fact that the investigation was
not complete should have prevented him
from making that statement.
Others said the media was presenting
only one side of the argument.
Shortly thereafter, the media was asked
to leave by Assistant Dean for Multicultural
Programs Cheryl Daly, who said they were
preventing people in attendance from having an open discussion.
Lick said one result of Monday's discussion is that UMaine will "try to reset what
our commitment is" regarding racism.

He also said he and other administrators
"are trying to make this a campus where
pluralism is commonplace," but "we have
notstomped out racism in America,in Maine,
or Orono," and "we have to keep moving
towards the ideal."
Lick said pluralism may see additional
dollars for new activities, but "often, the
most important things aren't done with
money, but by people."
He added that UMaine will be following
the investigation of Sunday's assault and
"we expect (the Orono police) to prosecute
to the fullest extent of the law."
Lick said UMaine will be obtaining a
copy of the final report and will enforce the
Student Conduct Code against those UMaine
students suspected of violating it.
"The University of Maine is not a racist
campus," Lick said. "There is racism at
UMaine. By many people's standards, it
isn't serious, but it's serious to us, enough
that we're going to do something about it."

Canadians beg US to let them join war
gan pouring in Jan. 17, the day after U.S.
planes started bombing Iraq.
"Since we're right on the border, we've
BELLINGHAM, Wash.(AP) — Hun- always had two or three Canadians a week
dreds of young Canadians eager to join the stop in or call," said Sgt. 1st Class David
war against Iraq are contacting U.S. recruit- Schwein,an Army recruiter."Following the
ers in northern border cities from Belling- start of the war, we had at least 20a day. We
were swamped by Canadians. Now it's gone
ham to Buffalo
"They see the Rambo movies, it gets down to four or five a day."
Recruiters in Detroit and Buffalo, N.Y.,
their blood hopping," said Sgt. Ric Logg,a
Marine recruiter in Bellingham, 21 miles also report a surge of calls, though precise
numbers are hard to come by. The Army
from the Canadian border.
Command in Chicago counts
Recruiting
would-be
Canada's
of
majority
the
But
warriors leave U.S:recruiting offices disap- only enlistees, not those turned away, but
pointed. Immigration laws bar most non- officials there said interest is high all along
residents from serving in the U.S. military. the U.S.-Canada border.
In Texas, recruiters say Mexicans will"Maybe one out of every 20 that I get
to risk combat in exchange for U.S.
ing
said.
Logg
qualified,"
is
from
calls
Recruiters Me for Army, Navy, Air citizenship and steady jobs have also been
Force and Marines said the Canadians be- showing up at Army offices along the border
By David Foster
Associated Press Writer

IN TODAY'S
JOB MARKET
EMPLOYERS WANT
MORE THAN THE
SAME OLD B.S.

since the war broke out.
"They're giving my recruiters reports
that they have read it in some Mexican
newspapers that the U.S. Army is accepting
anybody," said Aaron Williams, spokesman for the San Antonio Army Recruiting
Battalion.
At the Army recruiting office in Brownsville, Staff Sgt. Gilberto Velasquez said the
first few weeks"we were getting five to 10
people a day." He said the number had since
dwindled as word spread that the Army did
not offer citizenship or legal residency.
For Canadians, the motive seems to be
more an eagerness to see action.
"Eight out of 10 come looking for the
Airborne Rangers, the gung-ho stuff,"
Schwein said.
Some say they tried to join Canada's
small military, but were discouraged by the

long waiting list. Others complain that even
if the Canadian service accepts them, it
offers limited opportunities for combat.
Canada has deployed only 1,850 troops,
three Navy ships and 18 jets to the Persian
Gulf,compared to a U.S.force of more than
500,0(X)troops and hundreds of warplanes.
The larger U.S. Army means opportunities for advancement,said Jason Girouard,
who drove to Bellingham from his home
near Vancouver, British Columbia, to call
on Army recruiters.
If Girouard, 19, were a U.S. citizen,
recruiters would snatch him up. He's muscular,clean-cut,and serious about a military
career. At age 11 he joined Canada's Army
Cadets; at 18 he joined the Royal Canadian
Militia, Canada's reserves. Now he's setting his sights on the U.S. military elite
Special Forces
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